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Aurora F·inancial Services along with · Elite ·
Realty Services Group held lheir grand opening
reception on Friday afternoon, March 23rd at their ·
Busch wood Park suite. Among those on staff who ,
assisted with details of the celebration were from .,
left: Diane Williams of Elite, Sonya Young· of
Aurora, Charmaine Blake and Richard Hollins·of .
Aurora. (Photograph· ~Y . Jt~rry · ~.runson f
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Mother Says Baby
Not Abandoned

.Judge Denies _.

Motion -To Hold
Ex-Officer's .Job

BY ffiiS B. HOLTON
Sentinel Staff Writer
Shortly before midnight on
Thursday, Tampa police
located 26-year-old Jajuana
Broxton at her residence.
And .without_ much fanfare, .
she was placed under arrest ·
and transported to 'the
Hillsborough County _J ail.
She ·was charged with child
neglect· - a felony. ·
However, Ms. Broxton
said that what appears on
· Reginald Johilson is shown
Reginald Johnson, left, is
the surface is not the way shown with Ms. Jajuana
in this photograph with Ms.
things are in reality. She Broxton and little Anthony
Jajuana BroA1:on in the backalleges that· she left .her 8- · Johnson·. ·
ground .
. month--old son, .Anthony
Johnson,'-in the. custody of I'm going to see my children ·more than casual.
his father. And, she said, this again. I don't think this · is
"She knows I have a · giri- .
is not the first time she has fair.
friend and we were just
>- ·. left the child in his care. : ·
· "They.are trying to make it friends. I don't know if I'm
·~ '
But on Thursday around . look like I abandoned my ·the baby's father or. not·. I
0: 6:30 p·.m., police received a baby, but if I did;· then why . never signed ·a birth certifiu. · =call about an· infant being didn't I abandon the girls, cate and never had a pater~ : · left unattended on the top of too? The pe·partment of .nity test."
c:r: : a vehicle. ';('he caller report- . Children :.. and Families
Ms. B-roxton said
>- ~ edly identified the child's haven't given me any infor- Johnson was even at the
~ : ··mother Ms. Broxton: She · mation. They haven't given hospital when Anthony was
~f was arrested at ·11:45 p;m., me a· case iluD,lber or any- born and that he had named
;:, jail records show.
thing and ~hen I ask ·q ues- him.· When asked if he'd been
~ - ~; ~s~. Broxton gave this tions, no 011~· seems to have ·· at the hQspital, Johnson ·
~ ~ ac~o~nt o_f th~ s~ory, to th.e_ the ~swers. ....: . '·"·'·' ... '. . . responded, "so, w.hat-· does
· · ~ ; , Sentinel.
· · ,.., ' . ·. · :..
Ms. Broxton further stat- . · that mean?" . ·.. ·~. ·.. ~ . · ~ ··. ·:
w , .· - ~1 _dropped my son o_ffto his ~d that because she was .not
Johnson said he wants
.c . da_d aro~md 4:?0 .p.m., and ~e mfo~ed, about the heanng, the paternity test. _ .. .
- ~ took -h•m to hiS. mother s she ,d1dn ~ have · a chan~e to
Ms. BroXton ·srud she has
.!Q hou~_e. He. went .back.to the · te!l ~er s1de of the story t,o .· already paid ~ $375.00 for ·a
. ..1 · .~re where he.had been and the Judge. Now, she doesn t ·.
t · •t te t b. f J 0 hn
!!
called the police a couple of even' have visitation rights pafemidyt st 'k u .t:
d stohn
-D. _h~urs
· ·· later. ·... ' · . .
· h h er children. · ·
· . re · use
.1- · an
.., WJt
·
·o a· t e fu
d ·bl e
1·1c~ went
· _ to _m y·: · ·. "I've nev.~r · been t.hrough money
z · ·."The, .po
M was
p noB re d"n a e.
k
-t- . moth e~s
h,ouse. an
. d ·came ·to - any th.mg 1'1k e th.IS an d 1t
. · ·. s. fi amth on
a, bspo esH'll
h
·. ~ my · hous~ around· p p.m. - J:.l,urts. It reallY_ hurts.to' have · person or e 1 s orou~
..1
The -.officer.asked, tWhere's· · ·people telling me when I can Cou_nty ..state Attor~ey .s
Ailthoiiy' andl-s_aid with his ~. or CaJ?.'t -see my kids," she Office sald the case .wlll be
reviewed· once it reaches
·..:. . father / Then she ~;trrested , said crying. ·,,, · ·... ·
·· · In an article printed in a · their' office. "It does Omake
··zw' · me.
.
., .
.·
. j::: ·"· They took my two girls daily newspap·e r; Anthony more sense ifhe is the baby's
Z
and put them in ·state cus- Johnson reportedly denied father. But, she is the custo~ - · tody ·as w'ell, I bonded -~ut that he's the baby's father. · . dial. parent and she can't just
te e( . ~bout_ 5:30 a~in;, friday'; but_ ··. Howeve~, when· contacted . du~p.the baby and wa~k off.
Iio Qh~t(>ld me abqut a hear- by the Sef!-tinel, Johnson .- ThiS lS one of those cases
a: ing at 7:30 .-·a.ni:, that morn- . -admitted .that his . relation- . th~t is going to have to play
ing. Now,<! don;t know wlien ship with Ms. Broxton was itself out in COUJ3t."
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Last week Judge Marva
Crenshaw denied the
request of a former Tampa
Police Captain to prevent the
department from filling his .
position. Next month, the
judge· will determine if his
· rights were violated because
he refused to resign before
running for mayor. The
request was denied because
the judge did not feel - it warranted emergency action,
Marion Lewis a plaintiff in
the responsive -· lawsuit ·
against the City of Tampa
said.
··
·.
MARION LEWIS
Of the twelve captain positions in the Tampa Police
Department,. the injunction boss. Lewis contends that
· said, "Lewis is the third most Mayor Iorio is not his boss.
· senior person holding a He . also said that by · the
Captain's position and the . forced resi8nation, he was
only African American denied due process under
Captain ·in the department."
Civil Service rules. ·
The emergency injunction
The lawsuit is asking the
also stated that the ·depart- . court to declare that Lewis is
ment "refuses to permit not-retired . .: .
' :
Lewis to return to duty
· Lewis ·said there are two
despite its acknowledged laws that address the issue.
doubt as to. his · status," One is the state law .and· the
Attorney Steven Wenzel other is -.a ·Civil -Service law.
said in the injunction.
"Civil Service says that if you
. M~rion Lewis is a 26-year are seeking an eleeted office,
.v eteran-of the Tampa Police you must take-a, leave. pf_
Department. After 'deciding to ··: absence without _pay.· I was ,
seek the Office' of Mayor ·for · ·d~~ied th~t..right. They (City)
the City ofTampa, Lewis went straight -to the·s.tate
said he contacted the state' · law."
· · · .. · · · ~ · --. 9ffice that governs elections
When contacted by the
and was tQld- that the liw ·: · Sen.t~n.el, Tampa Polic_e
· t hat prevented an· empioyee :~. Chief Stephen Hogue said ·
·from seeking office against ... the department can .fill the
. his or her boss did not apply pQsition th.rough promotion
to him.
..
.
. ,
and that if Lewis is· successlfowever,: a 'few hours after ful in 'having his position reLewis qualified with the instated that the _department'
'Hillsborough . · ·County . will have ~'an 'e xtra". Captain ·;
Supervisor of Elections Office slot' that .wHI balance out · .
to' run for MayOr, his supervi- ~ through 8ttriti0n~ ~';.r. ,-·:·. · ~ ~: ~.
sor at the Tampa Police
Chief Hogue sai~ he plans
.Department. presented him . _to ~nnounce promotions on •
with. a letter of. resignation. -. Wec,lnesday. ~ .. ...: .
, ·~
Lewis refused to--sign the let- ·. The Honorable Judge Marva :
Crenshaw will hear the case .
ter.
·
.
.
Citing a _.state law, City ·. on May ~th. . · · ·: · _
Attorney Qavid Smith said _ ·: Reporter Iris B. Holton.
candidates must resign .if can. be c~n.tacted at (813) .
:they are seeking an elec't ed 248-1921 or by· e~.mail at ·
office and challenging their iris@flsentinel.com. ;..
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Tampan Receives Congressional Gold Medal
June, is a native of Augusta.
He was a student at
Hampton University when
he decided to join the Air
Force.
Bohler was trained at
Tuskegee with the other airmen. However, Mrs. Bohler
said the war was ending
before his training was com. plete. He later returned to
Hampton University, where
he earned a degree in Trade
Education.
Bohler went on to become
the first licensed African
American Electrician in
Tampa. He owned a business for several years ·and

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel Staff Writer

later retired from a local
brewery.
Prior to his illness, Mrs.
Bohler said her husband
was in excellent health and
walked every morning. He
also loved photography.
President Bush said recognizing the airmen who
faced discrimination in their
own country was overdue.
During the ceremony,
President Bush said,
"They were fighting two
wars. One was in Europe
and the other took place in
the hearts and minds of our
citizens."

Recently, Mrs. Clifford
Bohler and her oldest son,
George, attended a ceremony at the White House. · The
ceremony was to pay tribute
to the Tuskegee Airmen.
During the ceremony,
President George W.
Bush
presented
the
Congressional Gold Medal to
the original members of the
Tuskegee Airmen. They
were the first all-Black aviation unit in World War II.
Mrs. Bohler. accepted the
medal on behalf of her husband, Henry, who was
unable to attend because of .
IAt~ --------~
reasons.
Mrs.
. health
Bohler said she received
---------------- ---- - - - - the invitation about a month
• CRIMINAL DEFENSE
before the ceremony.
Bohler currently resides
• AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENTS
in a nursing home in Wesley
• EMINENT DOMAIN
Chapel. Mrs. Bohler said
her husband of 59 years
NEW LOCATION
b_ecame injur~d early last
320 W. Kennedy Blvd. • Suite 720
year.
HENRY BOHLER
'
"He walked all the time
259-4444
... Received Congressional Gold Medal From President
and someone noticed he was
Former Asst. Attorney General for Florida
staggering and brought him on the brain and he had to pletely helpless," Mrs.
. Former Hillsborough County Prosecutor
home. He had fallen a few have surgery. He never Bohler said.
weeks before. The doctors recovered from the surgery.
hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely upon
Mrs. Bohler said her hus- The
advertisement~ Before you decicde, ask us to send you free written information about
d~scovered he had bleedipg
He can't talk and he's com- band, who turned 81 last
our qualifications and experience.
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Sen. Obama's Visit To
Tampa ·Quickly Approaching .
BY ANTI ONE DAVIS
Sentinel Staff Writer
Barack Obama will be
making his first visit to
Tampa on his quest to
· become the next president of
·the United States. The
Illinois Senator will be in·
Tampa on. Sunday, Ap:dl
15th for two fundraising
events. ·
Sen. Obama, 45, will hold
a meeting with a small group
. of big-dollar donors ·at the
South Tainpa hom~ · of
Norm.a 'Jean Lyke's and
Charlie Burr from noon to
1:30 p. m. He will then hold
a public reception from 1: 30
to 3:30 p.m. at the Cuban
Club, 2010 Republic De Cuba .
in Ybor City.·
"We wanted to give everyone in the Tampa Bay· area

SEN. BARACK OBAMA

an opportunity to see Sen.
Obama and offer their support to him," said Frank
Sanchez, a member of
Tampa Bay Friends of

Obama Committee and Sen.
Obama's local advisor.
"I think-people here have
had an interest in him as a
presidential candidate from
afar off, but this will give
people a chance to hear and
see him up close. The more
people see him and hear him,
the more they support his
campaign."
Sen. Obama solidified his
bid for the Democratic nomination last week, announcing
he had raised $25 million for
his campaign. Sen. Hillary
Clinton, the assumed frontrunner for the Democratic
presidential ticket, raised
$26 million.
.
Tickets for the event will
range from $25 to $100. For ·
more information, please call
(813) 258-2224.
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• Were You Hurt!
• Need Your Car Fixed!
• Need A Good Doctor And • Need A Ride To The Doctor!
Someone Who Will Properly
Friendly and Courteous
Staff Members
Document Your Case!

If You Answered YES To Any Of These
Questions, Then You Need To Call Me Now
.
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••Having Been In Several Accidents
Myself. I Know Just What To Do
To Get The Best Results For Vou"'ll
Before You Sign Up With Anyone Else, Call He. My Servlc~ Are FREE
And Can Help Keep You From Making A Costly Mistake!

S1.•bscribe Today!
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IFundamentals -or Our American Democracy I
(Series) _

duct these writing sessions
until it is felt that the mise politics of this sion has been accomplished.
It really bothers me to
Democracy
egin with govern· think of the current war in
mental structures on the Iraq. It's commissioned
local, state and national lev- under the assumption of creating-a democratic governels.
and
AfricanOn the local levels we are ment,
introduced with the legisla- Americans have lived here in
tive powers and structures this land for 450 years, and
called City Council, County this nation has failed miserCommission, School Board ably in democratizing its for- _
and various components of mer slaves. It has failed to
judicial offices. Then, there bring or make the system
are executive components work for Black people collecdefined in terms of City tively.
Manager and/or Mayor.
It is most important that ,
There is also state govern- we all, especially African
ment with its legislature, Americans, view leadership
judicial and executive offices and Black represen ta tion
and components. It is safe to from the consequence necessay that one does not com- sary for effectiveness.
prehend 'or really under- Representation in governstand his localized or state ment for Black people must
government if void of the be more than just a personal
aforementioned structures.
social achievement. The
In fact, it is the intent of political office for Blacks got
this .column to actually con- to be for real. It must have

specific goals in mind for the
group of Americans who are
so distinct, they have
emerged out of 450 years of
human bondage, segregation
and discrimination in this
land.
No other group of American citizens can claim or now
suffer such a disadvantage.
But the biggest tragedy is
that Blacks have never been
"reparated" for that injustice
Of human bondage. Did you
know that there was an
import tax of $10 a head for
every Black- person . who
entered this land under the
banner of slavery?
Government and American
Democracy is serious business in this land to this very
day. This is especially true ·
for African Americans. Nowdo you know why we must
comprehend what government and political offices are
all about? (to be continued)

' • ;, •. ,he case for community-based training centers
' · ' . • ;was made here in Tampa well over thirty years
Oil.~!l-~<::;::, ago. Community-based training centers are
accessible to the young men and women most in need,
those in poorer neighborhoods and place unemployed
and welfare recipients in the workforce much more
quickly!
The trend began in the 60s-with the Tampa Urban
League's U. S. funded Labor Education Advancement
Program (LEAP). Black men (later to include women)
were prepared for entry into the high wage labor
union job in the construction trades. The League's
most recent training was for computer word processors through the early 2000s. Central Park and Ybor
City were the sites for the training, using both pubic
and private funding.
·
Our editorial board discussed the need for and
.~evival of ~imilar kinds . of training for ·young unem-· . ·
ployed Black men in our community with newly-elected congressional representation Kathy Castor.
Community-based training progr·ams also place
seems that more and Bernard McGuirk, the proIt seems that the owners of
hundreds of workers into the job market a,nnually
ore
celebrities
have
ducer,
who
chimed
in,
"Some
MSNBC
cable station where
more quickly than school-based training programs.
an incurable hardcore hos." Then Imus the show airs, should take
The League's training program offered entry hi the
disease. It's called speaking countered, "That's some into consideration that
workforC!il after six to sixteen weeks of training,
what
you think without tak- nappy-headed hos there, I'm everyone is not amused by
which normally would have taken up 18 months in a
ing the consequences into going to tell you that."
racially directed comments.
traditional classroom setting,and school schedule.
consideration.
Now, he is trying to grace- The station has said his comAttacking poverty, crime, drugs and high school
The latest to fall victim of fully remove his foot from his ments "were inappropriate."
dropout rates in Black, Hispanic and poor neighborthis
incurable d isease _is mouth. Someone needs to tell ·
Whatever that means.
hoods require that fast-track and nontraditional
radio host Don Imus. Last him that an apology now is
And of course, some· folks
approaches. be used to reach and teach young Black
Wednesday, he made the - tantamount to closing the sucp as Rev. Jesse
men and single' mothers. Therefore, we urge our state
and congressional representatives to explore the - tragic error of referring to barn door after the horse has Jackson and Rev. AI
the Rutgers University hauled butt down the road.
Sharpton had comments .of
funding of neighborhood based training centers for
women's basketball team as
fast-track training programs. They work and are soreImus now claims to .be their own to make.
"nappy-l:ieaded hos" on his
R ev. Sharpton called for
ly needed. Pass it on.
"embarrassed" a bout the
nationally syndicated radio
his
immediate termipation. .
comment. But in all likelishow. Of course, eight memHe also plans to · file a comhood,
he
is
surprised
that
his
bers of the team are Black
comments brought about plaint with the Federal
women.
Communications CommisImus, who is the host of su"ch negative . criticism; sion. Rev. Jackson ·is call"lmus In The Morning," Chances are, ·if he'd gotten ·a ing for a · nationwide ·boycott
broadcasted the comments rousting round of ·applause, of the station. ·:f , ;r , _. :
the day after Rutgers lost he would have gone further
Obviously there is nothing
the f'J"CAA women's champi- . and made other tasteless
funny
about the comments
comments.
onship game the day before.
he recent return .of a boatload of Haitians to
But, since that didn't hap- he made. Perhaps, he should
During the show, he com,'• •'' :Haiti has once again raised the specter of
mented, "That's some rough pen, now he's sorry and try out Qis comedy act before
'',,. ~ racism in the United States' immigration poligirls from Rut ge rs . Man, wants the world to know _he-goes ·on· the air. Then he
cies. A local South Florida mayor pointed out the difthat he's "a good person who wouldn' t have to open his
they got tattoos ...."
ference in the .way. Cuban · and Haitian boat refugees
mouth and insert both feet!
He w as talking to said a bad thing."
are "treated. ·
·· · ·
· ·
A report by ·the National Net~ork for. Immigration
and Refuge Right-s entitled, "From the Borderline to
immigrants, are subject to th~ double blows of racism."
the Color-line; a report on anti-immigration racism in
Clearly showing a pattern of racism in the application of U. S. immigration laws,
the United States," found "a disturbing pattern of
the report concluded that hmwgrants from Africa, Asia the Caribbean and Latin
racism against immigrants is on the rise in the United
Hispanic countries are most often detained, deported and denies legal status and
States." Looking into areas such as work or housing,
protection. The report found t~at immigrants are_also targets of racial profiliJ?.g by
as well as recent incidents of hate and violence , a surlaw enforcement officials, often victims of hate crimes · and suffer _unequal treatvey found that _a nti-immigrant racism places the lives
ment within our legal and criminal justice systems. .
·
and well-being of a growing number of immigrants in
Many supporters believeth~ United States should review' its immigration policy
d .mger. The report also found that immigration in the
for Haitian people, especially those who risk ·starvation and their lives for an
United States faces growing discrimination ''because
opportunity to escape oppressive government regimes. We support such a review,
of the color of their skin, accent or national origin."
.a nd so urge our Congressional representative to do s o, Immigrants die daily to .
Even more scary about .the report .is that p e ople of
reach
our shores for
more than minimum wage jobs. It's
Pass it ·
.
.
- called "Freedom!"
.
color in the United States "who are perceived to like
on.

Immigration And
The Matter Of Colorl
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The Sin Of
Unforgiving!
v . Henry Lyons her bond, then what does
,_ ,_"_,,.,.u, ... 't win. Despite it mean when one says,
is
eloquence, "I'll forgive you, but I won't
another minister turned forget you?" Walk with me
out to be the better man. I a moment. Help me out
know. That's water under here! I ask you, "Is it possithe bridge. But what ~ ble to forgive and forget?"
shall always remember is Every holy book in the
what one of Rev. Lyons' world says it's possible. As
conference members said a matter of fact, almost
about him in retrospect. every scripture claims that
He said, "I'll forgive him, if you don't forget, having
but I won't forget him." first forgiven, then you
Now, you might think I'm cannot enter the gates of
crazy, but I don't know whatever Heaven awaits
what he meant!
you. As a matter of fact,
How does one forgive the Christian Bible goes on
and not forget? That seems to say the greatest power
to be a play on words. on the face _of the earth is
Either that, or it's a faith. But if you have not
sleight of hand against my forgiveness, faith won't
common sense. Better to help you! Or is -the entire
have said, in my mind, "I'll idea just so much nonlet you pass, but I won't sense? Is it possible for forforgive you," than to have mer slaves to forgive and
used the words "forgive" forget the transgressions
and "forget" as enemies of of their former slave maseach other..
ters? Is it possible for forBut we do that all the mer holocaust victims to
time. We Chris~ians, we forgive and forget the horMuslims, we Jews and rors of them who turned
other denominations, are and gassed their loved
quick to preach forgive- ones? Is it possible? Is it
ness. But we're not so human?
eager to follow up on it. In
So, here we sit, stuck
fact, saying, "I forgive you?' with Rev. Lyons. He has
is one of the easiest things a friend out there, someto say in the world. Say it, where, who says, "I forgive
"I FORGIVE YOU!" Say it you, but I can't forget you,"
in one breath. "I FORGIVE or from a lawyer's perspecYOU!" See-, I told you! · tive, "I forgive you, within .
Uttering those three words reason?" What if God fortakes little or no energy at gave us that way ... "within
all. And that's why so reason?" Now, that's some- many , people
say thing to think about: "A
it ... because, in the general reasonable Heaven and a .
scheme of things, IT reasonable Hell!"
· MEANS NpTHING!
Do you remember the
. Aw, now don't get mad Amish community, ~hose
and turn the page talking children were murdered
about, "You don't ·know while attending school,
~e!" Yes, you're .righ~ .. 1 and the community gathdon't know you. But if ered together to say, we
you're human and_ live on forgive our children's murthis earth, · I see what you derer? They recently
dp! I re13:d the · papers; I rebuilt the school, with one
watch television :. I live ad~ition. They placed on it
here with you and ·I know an iron door! Could it be
that forgiveness, in the that they too had forgiven,
midst of an unforgiving, · but not forgotten? Is there
sick and often slimy soei- anyone of us who would
ety; is almost· as arduous ask them why? Indeed,
as~·climbing the rough side nobody's perfect. But God
of Mt. Everest with bed- has given us free will.
ro_om slippers on.
Therefore, we ·must use it
W,e }:lave a problem. And to temper our words! What
it starts with what' we do I mean? Say what you
th.i nk and ,the words we ; mean, and mean what you
-use. If a rr1an's word._and a· say. Either ~hat or say
woman's word are his . and -· nothing at all!
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War.ln The Middle East Is A Way Of Lifel
) t is admirable that
,. ; )there are people and
·-· .: 'nations in this world
who seriously try to bring
peace to the -Middle East. It
is good, but it is a waste of
time, money and energy.
War in the Middle East is a
way of life.
There has always been and
there always will be war in
the Middle East. There was
war before Christ came to
this Earth, and there has
been war since, and there
always will be I have concluded.
Why is there always war in
the Middle East? Is if
because of the oil that is so
· prevalent in the region? Is it
because there is such a varied and cultural difference?
Is it because these people are
· just militant, or is it because

they just don't have anything
else to do?
The time has come for the
United States to take a serious look at the Middle East
situation, and to determine
whether or not this is indeed
a fact. If the investigation
reveals that this is truth,
then we as a nation need to
stay clear.
~
Our involvement should be
to keep a watchful eye to
e-nsure that the fighting
remains contained to the
Middle East, and does not
pose an actual threat to the
United States. In other
words, let them stay at home
and fight until their hearts ·
become content.
We don't need to continue
to waste our money, soldier's
lives and our resources trying to bring peace to a region
that does not want peace.

That includes Iraq, Iran,
Syria, Afghanistan and other
such nations. It brings us to
the question: How much
longer is the United States
going to play big ·brother to
the rest of the world? How
much longer are we going to
travel the globe being the
peacekeepers of the world?
I thought that was suppose
to be the job of the United
Nations. While we are
spending billions globetrotting in the name of human
rights, millions of American
citizens are living third
world lives right here in the
shadows of this nation's
Capitol.
The United States needs to
take a break from needless
and senseless wars. Tl:re
money and energy spent is
needed here.
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Underfinanced Public Defender's
·Office At.· Disadvantage
of most
· an Americans
been arrested ·
is the lack of funds to hire an
attorney. That means they
are appointed an attorney
through
the
Public
Defender's Office.
It has been well documented the complaints
defendants have about their
representation by these
court-appointed attorneys.
Some think a lot of arrests
would have either been
thrown out completely O'l'
those charged found not
guilty if they had better rep~
resentation.
But, it's not all the fault
of the Public Defender's
Office.

Consider the fact'that the investigate the allegations
state has at its disposal an lodged against their clients.
This imbalance has perunlimited amount of investi- ·
gators and personnel to gath- . sisted i:n the judicial system
er information. However, the for decades, and it app'e ars it
Public Defender's Office has will not change anytime
neither the resources or the soon .. That's why African
bodies to counter that.
A'me~ican inmates spend so
This is not an indictment much time in law libraries
against the Public Defender's after they are .incarcerated,
Office, but to the state for and find themselves defendthe lack of proper funding to ing themselves on appeal~ or
those departments so defen- requests for retrials. ·
dants will at least have a
If the Public Defender's
chance.
Office were given resources
Most defendants repre- 'to conduct investigations and
~ented by Public Defenders
thoroughly reView case files,
are asked to accept plea bar- the playing field would be
gains because the attorneys · balanced. As it stands now,
are overwhelmed with· cases mo_st defendants who can't
and don't have the time or afford their own attorney
manpower to thoroughly · don't' stand a chance.
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'SU-BSCRIBE
-TODAY:
"The Voice of Our Community Speaking for Itself'
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Nrune:
1
Mailing Address:--,-----..:...---:
City:

State:_Zip:

1
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Mail Or Bring Parment To:
.
- ·
I
2207 E. 21st Ave., Tampa, FL 33605 _ .
Cpeck One
, .. ~
Cash • Money Order ~ Credit Cards Only! __. -·. 6 Mo!tths - _$44 :·""'_ · _: 1 Year- $87 .} ~
--·- -- - --- - -...: - _.:._ -- - - _.:,.- _;_ _.:-- ....,;;._ ....
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Happy
Birthday

Selected 2007 Miss Teenage
Tampa Luncheon Honoree

MR.AndMRS.
ROBERT SMITH
PLATINUM
Come celebrate my birthday with me at the Club
Mirage, Thursday, April 12.
Call (813) 770-7363 for
V.I:P.

Best wishes on our 5th
year of togetherness through
thick and thin to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Smith.
We also would like everyo-ne to know it will be offiCial
as of May 12th, 2007, so good
luck and congratulations.
·
Happy birthday Jaylen, we
love you.
Nana, Granddaddy and ·
KeKe.

~
c

MRS. DEMORIS N. RHODES

On Saturday, March 24, 2007, family,
friends, and members of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority , Inc ., converged at the Tampa
Westshore Marriott Hotel to celebrate and

honor Mrs. Demoris N. Rhodes, the 2007
Miss Teenage Tampa Luncheon Honoree.
The Miss Teenage Tampa Honoree Luncheon
is held each year as a precursor to the Miss
Teenage Tampa Pageant that will be held
this year on Sunday, April 22, 2007 at the
Tampa Convention Center.
Gamma Theta Omega Chapter of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. exemplified
tremendous pride in honoring the enthusiastic, dedicated and vivacious woman whose
commitment to service has been exemplified
through over 50 years of service as a member
of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority ,
Incorporated. As a retired Mathematics
Professor of Hillsborough Community
College, Mrs. Demoris Rhodes continues to
be involved with her community by tutoring
students in mathematics.
She also serves as the President of the
Tampa Chapter of Th.e Li.nks , Inc .;
Evangelism Committee Chairperson and
Financial Secretary for the Church of t he
Reconciler
(Clearwate r);
and
a
Commissioner to the General Assembly of
the Presbyterian Church U. S. A.
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HARTline Offers New
Door-To-Door Service
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BY LEON B. CREWS .
Sentinel StaffWriter
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· Deadline For Greeting~:
Weclne~BV, . MBV 2nd (NO EXCEPTIONS)

Cost: SOC Per Word
$10/$20 For Photo
~0 CHECKS PLEASE
Visit Our Office At:

·. 2207 E. 2111 Ave.
For MO..e -Info Call Betty

,@248•1921

HARTline's new door-todoor service will be .called
"HART Flex," and will be. a
30-month pilot service with
a cost of $3.1 million.
HART spokesperson,
Jill Cappadoro , said 7
shuttle buses will be allocated for the service.
"We did an assessment
over the past couple of
years with the community,
and they said they wanted
this kind of service. ·
"We decided to focus the
service in . the suburban
areas of the county, specifically 5 communities: Town

'N
Country, Carroll- June.
wood/Citrus Park, •Temple
The service has no plans
· Terrace , Seffner, and 3 to cover inner-city areas .
areas in Brandon."
. because : HARTline . said . .'V•
With the new service, they already hav e those
you can call for pick up and areas covered with their
drop off, and the service local bus routes.
will work out as far as a
All of the buses will -be
week and as sort as 3 hours accessible for people who
from the desired time.
use wheelchairs and those
"The areas selected who ride bicycles.
·
where ones who didn't have
much HART service and
our goal is
, to improve.
access to the HART system," said Cappado:ra."
The services will be
offered Monday through ·
Saturday from 6 a.m. to 8
p.m. and will start around
the end of May or in early

New Clirnts OnlY • Specials •

Relaxers • Cuts • Color
Press-N- Curl • Wash-N-Set
Braids By KeUey

news
education
religion
busin.ess
health
sports
family

------------------~--------------------------==================================~~c:
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·HCC's Student Union To
Host Talent Showcase
BY ANTIONE DAVIS
Sentinel Staff Writer
A student organization at
Hillsborough Community
College (HCC) is hosting an
event hoping to attract
potential students, and
bring the community together.
HCC's African-American
Student Union is holding a
Talent Extravaganza on
Saturday, April 14th, and
will feature over 20 acts
from throughout the Tampa
area.
. Attendees can also apply
for enrollment at HCC for
free at ,the event. There will
also be a free signup for a
GED Program.
"We want to do something
fun that will also attract
more attention and enrollmEmt to the school," said
Tavaris Smith, founder
and former president of
HCC's African-American
student union. "We've
received a lot of support ·.
from the HCC administration and we think that this
can be a great event for people throughout the city, and
people who are thinking
about becoming students."
John Christopher, the
Activities Committee Head,
says that administrators
from HCC and other schools
will be present to help enroll

m

Rep. Betty Reed Sponsors
Legislation Aimed At
Closing The Academic
.Achievement Gap
TALLAHASSEE - On
Wednesday, April 4, Rep.
Betty Reed (D-Tampa)
pumped her fist in celebration while listening to the
Chairman of the Schools
and Learning Council
announce the passage of her
Education legislation.
"Closing the academic
a<:hievement gap is something that I will continue to
work hard at," said Rep.
Reed. "This is a step
towards reaching out to
minority and underrepresented students that have
been absent from classrooms
that offer rigorous academic
training provided . by
Advance Placement (AP)
Courses and other courses
that would put them on
track to earn academic
scholarship dollars."
· Rep. Reed's education
bill, HB 403, aimed at
reducing the education disparities in the State of
Florida as it relates to

TAVARIS SMITH AND JOHN CHRISTOPHER
....organizers of Talent Extravaganza.

prospective students.
Extravaganza will be held at
"There are a lot oftalented Club Classic, 3720 E. Martin
people in the City of Tampa . · Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
who are just looking for a from 5 to 10 p.m. For more
place to perform and display information, call Tavaris
their
talent,"
said Smith at (813) 447-6683.
Christopher. "We · just
thought that this would be a
great way for them to show
their talent, and help some
Tampa Alumnae Chapter
people get their foot in .the
door with their education."
The HQC African-American Student Union Talent

·

Apr

(JOt£

Lukel0:27

F
·
hiort
Extravaganza
·
· Sponsored By

REP. BETIYREED

minority and underrepresented students scholastic
student achievement, is
headed for debate among
the full Florida House of
Representatives.
"This good piece of legislation is t~e first part of the
many solutions that I will
champion until the education disparities in the State
of Florida have either disappeared · or · have been
reduced," said Rep. Reed. ·
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• Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
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· mpa Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sig111a .. ·
c. at the Florida Center & Botanical Gardens
Fairgrounds for .. _e ~yent of th.e year! :··.
. 13th
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11 :30 A.M •
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· ... SHERYL ·LEE RALPH ·
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who preforme~ in t,h e B~o~dw~y Play "Dn!~m~ Girls'~:.\,
· Do tiori:· 60
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.REV. ABRAHAM BROWN
_ Pastor
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"~iamonds and Pearls- A Renaissance of ~esterday, Today and Tomorrow"

. :; 4:00 P.M.·
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First Baptist Church ·of ·College Hill
. >3838 ·N. 29th Street
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Consider How The Lilies Grow, They Do Not Labor Or
Spin. Yet, I Tell You Not Even Solomon In All His
Splendor Was Dressed Like One of These.
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Community
Action Board
The regular monthly meeting of the Hillsborough County
Community Action Board (CAB), an Advisory Board to the
Hillsborough County Board of County Commissioners, is
scheduled for 2 p.m., Wednesday, Aprilll, 2007 at the West
Tampa Neighborhood Service Center, 2103 N. Rome Avenue,
in the Community Room.
The public is invited. For further information, please call
272-6770.

Sacred Music
Workshop
The Tampa Philharmonic Gospel Choir, Dr. Nathaniel B.

~
c

Hill, Director, in partnership with the Music Departm-ent of
Beulah Institutional Church, Dr. W. James Favorite,

Senior Pastor, present an African-American Sacred Music
, Workshop on Saturday, April 14, 9 a. m. - 4 p. m.
a:
For additional informa~ion, telephone· (813) 24 7-4216 or
u.
(863)
701-7557, or email: tampaphil.reunion@yahoo.com or
c
z npowerplay4@aol.com.
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Beulah Institutional Baptist Church
DR.NATIIANIELB.HIIL

Dr. W. James Favorite, Senior Pastor
Present

An Afr_i~~n American Sacred Music Worlishop
April 14, 2007 • 9:00A.M.- 4:00P.M.
FREE WORKSHOP:
For Smgers, Instrumen.tahsts, Choir Directors And Worship Leaders ,
Presenters/Facilitators:
Dr. Nathaniel B. Hill • Maurice Jackson • William "Billy" Wheeler
Thurman Wortham • Jospeh "Joe" Washington • Johnny Watson
The _Above Mentioned Artists Will Discuss And Teach A Diverse Repertoire Of
Spirituals, Hymns, Anthems And Traditional/Contemporary Gospel Songs

Fellm,ship Luncheon SS.OO Per Person
All Workshop Participants Will Be Invited To Sing With
.
The Tampa Philhannonic In

~~~
. M~· 5:00P.M.

musician (piano
primary). Some
reading ability is
preferred.
Salary negotiable.
Please call
(Rt~l2AR.Rtft1
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return to Tampa."
watching over that facility.
Pastor Pringlsey said he
"Right now, our plans are to
did come back, purchased stay in Tampa as long as the
property in Ybor City near Lord wants us here. I have
40th · Street, and opened two family members helping
"Fruit Of The Spirit."
me out at the church."
"Our ministry is to serve
The doctrine at the Fruit Of
those others turn away: We The Spirit Church is pure
have an adjoining store con- gospel. Pastor Pringley said
nected to the church and a there is no foolishness or fund
car wash. We offer housing raising done at the church.
"We realized it's time to
for up to 80 men, and we feed
those who are hungry, and reach out and help our people
clothe those who need who've been devastated by ,
clothes. We're already serving drugs and other things. We've .
41 members and we opened taken enough from them. It's .,~
just 6 months ago. We also time to start giving somehave plans of taking over a thing back.
nearby dry cleaning business
The Fruit Of The Spirit
to expand our services."
Church is located · at 3814
In the near future, Pastor East 7th Avenue, and can be
Pringley said they will build reached by phone at (813 )
a facility to house women and 500-5885.
children. As far as the church
Reporter Leon B. Crews
in ·Atlanta is concerned, he can be contacted at (813)
said it is still up and running, 248-0724; or e-mailed at
and another minister is leon@jlsentinel.com.

Both Events Will Be Held At

Beulah Institutional Baptist Church
1006 West Cypre.ss Avenue • Tampa
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PASTOR ANTONIO PRINGLEY

In Partnership With The Music Department
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A native of Tampa, Pastor
Antonio Pringley, has
returned after more than 17
years to open the "Fruit Of
The Spirit Church."
Pastor Pringley opened
his first 24-hour church in
Atlanta, but returned to
Tampa when his mother's
health became a problem.
Asked how he got the concept of this in nova ti ve
church, Pastor Pringley
said it came to him while he
watched people shopping.
"I saw everyone shopping at
Wal-Mart and realized everything was staying open 24
hours, but the churches. So, I
decided to open · one in
Atlanta. We started off slowly
and with a small building in
2005, but it grew rapidly and
became one of the first
churches in Atlanta that
stayed open 24 hours.
"Even though I graduated
from Brandon High School
and
Bethune-Cookman
College, I hadn't intended to

Dr. Na haniel B. Hill, Director

:::r:::

en

New 24-Hour Church
Opens In Ybor City Area

For Additional Information: E-mail: Tampaphil.reunion@yahoo.com or
npowerplay4@aol.com • Telephone: Jessica Morris 813-247-4216
Dr. Nathaniel B. Hill (863)640-3542

The Mary E. May Intercessory
Prayerline Ministry

Hosted By Apostle Cynthia Forde & . ·
Dr. Ada Davis Of Women Of Excellence
At

Zion Ch·urch .. Of Holiness
1475 Tampa Park Plaza

First Baptist Church of College Hill
. ·

.·
3838 N; 29th St.
.,
. Rev.Abraham Brown, Pastor

April 21, 2007- Banquet 7 P.M .

The Program Begins At 9 A.M.

co

MARY E. MAY
Founder

CJ
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A Must For Women ~hat Need An "Answered Prayer'' .ln Their Life . .
Music By Bro ..Eddie Durant
'

Speakers For The Week:

RSVP: . .
. (813) 231-3180

w

April 16th-20th·· 7:30 -P.M.
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SIS. ALICE DONN_E LL ~ Flrst Baptist C~urc~· of C()ltege Hill
DR. ADA. DAVts·•.women of Excellence .
..
APOSTLE CYNTHIA FORDE .• 'Zion··Church Of Holiness
Call 850-8414 or . 850~8187 For More Information. : ~.
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·st• .John Progressive To Host Community Day
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be on hand to provide fire
safety tips.
The Ministry Expo is
designed to showcase the
many ministries available at
St. John. Persons in attendance will have an opportu-

nity to talk to the ministry
leaders and "find their fit" in
Christian ministry. There
will be workshops on
"Finding Your Ministry'' and
"Service to Others." Youth
workshops will focus on such

topics as contemporary
musie and peer pressure.
For more information,
please call the church (813)
247-2345, or email Ms.
Mifflin at communityex.:
po@hotmail.com.
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THE INSTITUTE ON BLACK LIFE
ft THE 'FLORIDA EDUCATION FUND
PRESENT:
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DR. BART BANKS

· St John Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church,
Rev. · Dr. Bartholomew
Banks, Sr., pastor, will be
hosting a Community Day
and Ministry Expo on
Saturday, April 21st, 10 a.
m. to 2 p. m. at .the church,
2504 E. Chipco.Ave. ._.J, _ _ '
' Th.e ev~nt coordinator~
. Lisa· Mifflin, stated ·that
"the event is intended to
reach out to the entire
Tampa bay community to
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help individuals and £amilies eilhance their total wellbeing."
The event will' include a
health frur with free screenings (cholesterol, blood glucose, hepatitis, blood pressure check), along with presentations by health care
providers on topicsincluding
cancer awareness and heart
disease. There will also be
workshops on identity theft
and Tampa Fire Rescue will
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.Strategies alldSolutions;'
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Omega Chapter

·~ppa Alpha Sorority, ~nc.- ·_.~ ~
·:· ~-~ Presents
·~
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~

Aprilll, 2007
10:00 A.M.~:OO ·P.M.
Phyllis P. Marshall Center Ballroom
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37th Annual
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• Mrs. Gwendolyn Luney,Assistant Supermtendent,
. ·Dr. Michael Greg., Assistant Superintendent .. •··
. -.. ~hool Dis~ct of Hillsborough County .
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: • Mr. Otis Anthony, Senior Director
Minority Relations for Polk Cowtty ~chool Dis~ct
• Dr. La~nee Morehouse, President &CEO · .
Florida Education Fund
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Gwendolyn·w . Myers; Presid~t
Deidre R. Jones, General Chairman
Yvette R. Hall, C~-~hairman . .

Contact For_More IDf~rmatlon '(8lJ)"657-o48() ·

'

.

• . Dr. Roy Kaplan, Associate Professor, USF Africana StUdies
Author: .Failing Grades: How Schools Breed Frustration, Anger &
,fio~nce and How to Prevent it.. ·
·
·

UNIVERSITY OF
SOl.ITH FUJUDA

Please RSVP by April6, 2007 to
ccobb@ibl.usf.edu or (81~) 974- 9387
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Bachelors Announced For Girls
Raised In The South Fundraiser
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CaSandra Washington,
Event Coordinator for the
Bachelors Auction hosted by
Girls Raised in the South
(GRITS), announces that the
list of bachelors has been
finalized.
. GRITS is sponsoring the
auction Sunday, April 15th
. at the University of South
Florida College of Education
·_ TECO Room. Proceeds from
the event will benefit the
PACE Center for Girls
Computer Center.

Gospel radio personality
Randall C will serve as
master of ceremony and
entertainer Donna Douglas
will serve as auctioneer.
Tickets for the event are
available through Yolanda
Anthony at Apex Lending,
400 Dr . . ML King Blvd.,
Suite 103; Candy Lowe Tea
Time, 915 E. Grant Ave., or
by calling GRITS (813) 6640921.
Some of the bachelors
selected are:

FRED

Chef

ROBERT

Author

SERGIO

Sales Consultant

ENRIQUE

Accountant
· Educator

~

"The Voice ofOur Comnzunity
Speaking for Itself'
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High School :',,,

. ... ::· Interact Club Presents:

1-

· Silent
::-::~:
Auction ":
.
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.MA6IC

WILFRED
Armored Car Driver

..
WILLIAM
Lobbyist

-~

.·.~ v1

THE CITY F TAMPA, MA R PAM I RIO
And THE TAMPA ·ST. PETERSBURG·MOREHOUSEALUMNIHONORS

with Belinda Womack and the Katz · -·
and Prolific/Derek Womack (hip-hop)

Friday Aprii1Jih,2007
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MIDDLETON .:' ~~~

Door Prizes
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DANNY
Retired Military

Middleton HS,4801 N. ~ Stree~ Tampa $18 ·
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$10 Gets your Honor Roll
student's photo in the paper on
F~day, April 27, 2007

oeaatine: weanesaay, Friaay, Aprill !J• 3 P.M.

·--------------------Child'sNa~e
.
·· _ __
School _ _ __;___ _ _.....:.....__ _ _ __

Pa~nu _~----~-----Granpa~nu

_

.

~: Hon~r Roll, High Honor Roll,
.

.
Principal's Honor Roll, Citizenship

.

· Hobbies .....,.__..,...------=-----'-----~-

Church -----:,.-:------~---·_
.._ _
Phone# _~--~~----~~--

(Not For Publication)

....

0

---------------------1

Tickets Available At
·
Books F. or
. Thought * 988-6363
*Stewart, Twine & Campbell, PA * 221-4454
* Colle e Hill ·Pharmacy * 248-2767

------------~--------~~----------------------------------------.~
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In this photo from the past are (front, I tor): Catherine Simmons, Ella
These familiar faces from the past are: Oscar Johnson, J.P. Saunders,
Johnson, and Beatrice Reddick. Rear, I tor: Ellen Green, Alma Morris,
Monroe Ma~k, Alvin Pearsall, and Leroy Hardee.
Lee Dayis, and Louella Clark.
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. In attendance at the Choir Union No.2 Scholarship Program at Mt. Sinai A~ M. E. Zion Church were: Jean Sheard, pianist; Luvenia Henry, general chairman; Janice Nunn-Nelson, Director; Matthew Harris, co-chairmim; Jessie Higdon, chairman and Eva Patterson.
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Air Force
Hometown News
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AIRMAN 1ST CLASS
JESSICA C. ROBERTS

Air Force Airman 1st Class
Jessica C. Roberts has
graduated from basic military training at Lackland Air
Force Base, San Antonio,
. Texas.
During the six weeks of
training, the airman studied
the Air Force mission, organization, and military customs and courtesies; performed drill and ceremony
marches, and received physical training, rifle marksmanship, field training exercises,
and special training in
human relations.
In addition, airmen who
complete basic training earn
credits toward an associate
degree
through
the
Community College of the
Air Force.
She is the daughter of
Garrett Jackson of- E.
142nd Ave ., and niece of
Donald Jackson of E.
Hyacinth Ave., both ·of
Tampa, Fla.
Roberts is a 2005 graduate of Freedom High School,
Tampa.
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You multi-task.
Shouldn't.Your
business checki·ng·?
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AIRMAN LAARON D. ODUM

Air Force Airman Laaron
D. Odum has graduated
from basic military training
at Lackland Air Force Base,
San Antonio, Texas.
During the six weeks of
training, the airman studied
the Air Force mission, organization, and military customs and courtesies; performed drill and ceremony
marches, and received physical training, rifle marksman-·
ship, field training exercises,'
and spe'cial · training in
human relations.
. In addition, airmen who
complete basic training earn
credits toward an associate
degree
through
the
Community College of the
Air Force.
He is the son of Kimberly
· and Laaron Odum of Key
West Circle, Tampa, Fla.
Odum is a 2006 graduate
of Thomas Jefferson High
School, Tampa.
·

~inally, everything you need from a business checking account- for free~
lntrodu~ing Integrated Business Checking, only from SunTrust. It's Free
Business Checking, plus Free Personal Ch~cking with free Bill Pay, and free
Check Cards for each account, all managed in a single view through SunTr~st's
exclusive Online Cash Manager. It's the best business banking in the busines~,
and it just got b~tter.
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Call800.259.5730, stop by your local SunTrust branch, or visit
suntrust.com/bizbanking for more information.
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Merchant Services

Treasury & Payment Solutions

. Seeing beyond money :

Business Loans

~

'lllere are fees for ~xceedlng stated transactions. cash processing, and night bags. Refer to the fee schedule for

c~inmerc1al

d~talls.
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Online Cash Manager and Online Cash Manager Plus are not intended for use by
or institutional
which in general 'are
as.
companies with annual sales in excess of $10 million. SunTrust's Online Cash Manager Premium and Online Treasury Manager have a complete host ·
of web -based se<Vices designed to meet your online banking needs. Please call 877.370.5108 for al;lditionallnformation. You must 11ave.or"9Pen a '
busineu checking account to be elig1ble to enroll In an On6he Cash Manager product. Transaction and service fees ~ay apply.
·
·
SunTrust Bank, Member FDIC. Q2007 SunTrust Banks, Inc. SunTrust end Seeing beyond money are federally registered seNice marks of SunTrust Banks, loc.
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Statue Of Perry
=
a:
a.
< Harvey, Sr. To Be
>
c<
Erected In Park
w

Crossing Guard
Receives Commendation

C/)

:;:)

Wheh the renovations to
Perry Harvey Park are finished, one thing is for certain: There will surely be a
statue of the late longshore· men union leader.
The Perry Harv e y Park
Advisory Committee has
been discussing various
ways to improve the park for
the last five months, and
building a monument to
Perry Harvey, Sr. has been a
pr iority from the beginning.
The 16-member committee
will oversee a $3 .5 million
overhaul of the park located
at 1200 N. Orange Avenue.
"We are still in the v e ry
early stages, but everyone
has agreed thaf a stat\le of
him in the park would be
more than appropriate," said
~ Fred Hearns, the City of
c ·Tampa's Director of
LL. Community Affairs and
c chair of the advisory com1-
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z
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The committee is also
planning on including an
amphitheater and a fountain
w
:::;, in the revamp~d park, as
. J- well as an interactive exhibit
> to inform children about the
a:
w history of Central Park
· ·
>
w Avenue.
Fred
Hearns
said that
c
w Harrison Covington, for:::c mer dean of the . University
C/)
:::::l of South Florida's art depart-

m

ment, is being highly .considered to build the statue.
Mr. Harvey is known for
bringing in the American
Federation
of
Labor
Congress of Industrial
Unions (AFL-CIO) to better
conditions of Tampa dockworkers in the 1930s and
40s.
"This will be something for
the entire community," said
Hearns. "We want people to
have a full understanding of
who Perry Harvey, Sr.
was, and the impact that he
. had on Tampa's Black community."
Reporter I ~Writer
Antione Davis can be
reached at (813) 248-1921.
He can also be· rea.ched at
adavis(i!Jflsentinel.com.

Hillsborough County Commissioner Kevin White, Hillsborough County Sheriff
David Gee, are shown with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph E. (Martha E.) Joyner. Joyner was
recently presented a commendation during a meeting of the Hillsborough County
Board of Commissioners meeting last month.
Recently, Hillsborough County Sheriff David Gee and ~illsborough County Commissioner
Kevin White presented a Tampa crossing guard with a commendation. · Ralph E. Joyner, 73,
has worked as a crossing guard for Hillsborough· County for the past 6 years.
While at his assigned post on Bearss Avenue near Mort Elementary School, a man reportedly
driving under the influence passed through the crosswalk. Joyner is credited with moving ten
of the eleven children in immediate danger out of harm's way. However, one stu'dent was
injured. The child is expected to make a full recovery.
·
Joyner was recognized for his valiant effort .

Academy Prep Center
of Tampa V .M. Ybor Campus, 1407 E ..Columbus
(813) 248-5600
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Newsrack In Great Places
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FOR 5th & 6th GRADE STUDENTS
(Current 4th & 5th Graders) ·

0

..J

LL.

The Academy Prep Center of Tampa offers an outstanding pri:vate middle .
school education for students willing to work h _ard to achieve thcir .goals.
Academy Prep Hig-hlights:
. .
·'
·
students on need-based full scholarships provided by the communit)r•
• . A s•h_g•h grade curriculum, including art, music & drama
e At least one hotir of organized physical activitY every day
• ' Maximum class size of 15, with boys & girls in separate classrooms
Sch'ool in session up to II hours daily .
·
.
•
A rich & 'varied extra-curricular program (activities include chess, dance, athletics,
and karate) · ·. '
·
•
One Saturday field trip per month
•
A four-week summer study & acth··ity session
J='ocus on civility & community service
Graduates admitted to schools like BerkCley, Tampa Prep, Jesuit, Academy of the
Holy Names, Cambridge; Tampa Catholic, Carrollwood Day School and
nationally-acclaimed boarding schools on full scholarships.
·
·
-.
• . A graduate support program following through high school . ,,;
&college
·

• &J.

.·

Will Be Published:·Fridav, Mav
·Deadline For Greetings:
Weclnesdav, Mav 2nd «No ExcEPtioNs)

·f''i:··Cost: SOC Per Word
'~\ 11'
'':,i

$10/$20 For Photo
NO CHECKS PLEASE
Visit Our OHice At:

2207 E. 21st Ave.
For More Info Call Betty

@248•1921

• All admitted students must qualify for the Federal Free & Reduced Meal~ Program
Important: The strongest applicants will be accepted
to the summer program on a first come. first serve basis.
APPLICATIONS BEING ACCEPTEQ
FOR 5th & 6th GRADE STUDENTS

To apply for admission, plea·s e call (813) 248-5600 ·
Nondiscrimination Policy: Academy Prep Center ofTampa admits students of any race. color,
national and ethnic origin to all the rights, privileges, programs, and activities generally accorded or
made available to students at the school. It does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national
and ethnic origin in administration of its education policies, admissions policies, scholarship and
loan prngrams. and athletic and other school ·adminlstered programs.
·
•
·
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Zetas Welcome
New Sisters

Tampan ~ Inducted

Into
Alumni Hall Of Fame
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Zeta sisters Jennifer Gibbs, Nicholle Neal, Marquisha
Richardson and Brandy Grant.
·
. The Tau Pi Zeta Chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. welcomed four new sisters into the sisterhood. Sisters Jennifer
Gibbs, Nicholle Neal, Marquisha Richardson and
Brandy Grant were introduced at the Annual Blue Revue
Pageant and Dinner held on Saturday, March 24, 2007.
Dr. Alm a Hires is president of Tau Pi Zeta Chapter-.

SUPPORT THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL-ADVERTISERS

rently holds several Best All
On March 3oth, graduates
Time
Performances in the hisof the University of Florida
tory of the school's track and
and their families gathered
is ranked first in the world for
for the 2007 college of Health
600 yard, 500 yard, and 500m
and Human Performance
the 1972-73 season.
for
Alumni Hall Of Fame
His
professional organizaInduction Ceremony. Six fortions include the National
mer students of the university
Education Association and
were inducted.
the
Classroom Teachers
The inductees were
·
Association.
Brown has also
Beaufort Brown, Kevin
designed and co-authored curClair, Dan Connaughton,
riculum for several Physical
Fred Goldsmith, D e bbie
Education and Health.
Lee, and Debbie Robinson.
- The son of Mrs. Alice
When Beaufort "BodaBrown and the late
BEAUFORT
cio~s" Brown graduated in
'BODACIOUS' BROWN
Be aufort Brown, Sr.,
1975, he was named as an
...
Admitted
to
the
Brown is married to Mrs .
Outstanding Graduate. And,
University
ofFlorida
Barbara Lee-Brown. They
for the _past 30 years, Brown
Hall Of Fame
·
are
the parents of 3 children.
has worked with youngsters
The family worships at
to promote health and life- Education.
Bayath Yasharal, where he is
long physical fitness as a
During his tenure at the
member of the Hillsborough school, Brown distinguished · the Elder Pastor/Teacher.
This recognition marks
County Public School System. himself in sports becoming
the
third time Brown has ·
He is currently assigned to the NCAA Champion -in the
Williams IB Magnet Middle 600 yards competition in been inducted into a hall of
School.
1973. He was also named to fame. The first came about in
Br own attended the public the
Junior
Olympic 1982 when he was inducted
schools of Hillsborough High Championship team that into the Hall of Fame for the
School and graduated from same year and helpe,d the State of Florida Track and
Middleton High School in United States beat Russia.
Field. The second came about
1971.
when
he was inducted into
In 1975, Brown became
After graduation, he the NCAA Champion in the the Hall of Fame at th:e
enrolled at the University of Mile Indoor Relay and was a University of Florida as part
Florida, where he earned his member
of the
SEC of the Lettermen Association
B. S. Degree in Physical Championship team. He cur- in 1989.
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• Find You ~ Corner And Mak_
e Quick
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cost

Protit

$5.00

$2.50

$10.00

$5.00

$15.00

$7.50

$20.00

$10.00

$25.00

$12.50

StO.OO

$25.00

$100.00

$50.00

$200.00

. $100.00

220l21st Ave. • Tampa, Fl33605
l813J 248-1921 .
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WNBA Star Ruthie Bolton Holds Basketball Camp
Youngster in the Tampa community were treated to a bas-

>=' ketball camp hosted by the Young Lions which featured
<(

~

WNBA former star, Ruthie Bolton. The camp was held at the
University of Tampa. (Photos by Sylvester Harris)
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Clifford Alicea and Jalen
Bell with Ruthie Bolton.

~
c

The Brown twins with Ruthie Bolton.

The Young Lions staff is shown with Ruthie Bolton (ard
from left): Dexter Bryant, president; Christine Bryant,
Elder R. Fields, Phyllis Bridges and in the rear, Coach
Lewis and Bill Richardson.
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The 16 and up group is coached by Bill
Richardson and ·Greg Ruth. Kneeling: A.
Harris, L. Terry, Roy·Jones, Jr. and J.
White; rear, C. McWilliams, T. Stewart and
S. Shabazz.
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Christine Bryant; Zeronica Thomas and
Veronica Chaney wera i'n charge of the
registration table.
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These are shooters: kneeling, M. Brown, E. Brown, A.
Merrell and I. Shabazz; standing, A Shedrick, Q. Johnson,
Coach Cheryl Bryant, M. Johnson and K. Westbrook.
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The 13 and up group o( guards that partie.,
ipated .in the camp were: kneeling, A.
Lagrand, A. Williams, K. Siplin, M. Williams,
D. White, and T. Bludsaw; standing, C.
Carter, A. Dukes, Phyllis Bridges, D. Ruth,
M. Cochran and D. Bradley.

Juanita 'naughty was in
charge of the American
Cancer SoCiety's "Relay For
Life" candy sale.

· A large number of 15 and up basketball
players attended the camp: Coach Lewis, C.
Dewberry, T. Mills, D. Months, B. powell, M.
Mulkey, F. Williams and assistant coach, A.
Shedrick. In the rear areL .J. Burgess, X.
Laster, R. Williams, A. Jennings, W. Lewis
and N. Williams.

These 5-10 year olds with Coach Henry Boone, V.
' Chaney arid C. King are: kneeling, D. Williams, h.
Dupree, S. King, J. Hart, A. Talley, V. Chaney, C. Walker
and J. King. Standing, T. Atkins, L. Grabarth, C. King, T.
Lee, L. Glanton, P. Scott, M. Williams J. Campbell and K.
Shedrick.
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Tiger Reading
His ·Press Clippings?

~

Tiger Woods is the number one ranked golfer ·in the
world. That means that he is
the best at golfing. No one
expects Tiger to win every
golf tournament he plays in,
but we have every right to
expect him to play like he is
the best.
There is no doubt that
Tiger is the best, but even
the best must practice and
play. Tiger's performance at
the Masters was pathetic.
Sure everybody at the tournament played poorly, but more
is always expected of the best.
Not one time in four rounds
did Tiger break par. I don't
think Tiger has ever hit so
many balls in the water at a
single event. Tiger went into
this "Master playing fewer
tournaments than ever
before. ··
Has he been reading his
press clippings? I am sure
that Tiger realizes that high
· expectations ·and criticism go ·
with the territory of being the
best.
Hammering Hank
Won't Point Fingers . .
. Hammering Hank Aaron
recently said· he would. not
beat the ballpark if and when
Barry
. Bonds breaks his career
homerun record, but he
·refused to point a finger or
sling mud at Barry over
alleged steroid use.
When asked if an asterisk
should be placed by Barry's
name if he breaks the record,
Aaron said no. He said no

. (813) 876-0125 .
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one has proven that Bonds
has used steroids. Until somebody proves it, he will not
have any comments.
Kobe Shut Out Of
MVPRace
Sorry Kobe. In spite of your
spectacular 2007 basketball
season, you will not be the
NBA's Most Valuable Player.
The recipient of the MVP
award has all but been decided, and you are not among
the numbers.
It appears that one debate
over the MVP Award is
whether ·to _give it to the
Phoenix Sun's guard Steve
Nash or Dallas Maverick's
center/forward,
Dirk
Ninowinski. It doesn't matter that Kobe has outperformed both of them.
· Heat's Wade
Returns To Line-Up
After sitting out. for the past
month and a half with a
shoulder injury, Dwayne
Wade made his return to the
Miami Heat lineup. _
Even though Wade was not
his us~,~al spectacular self, it
was good to have the team
leader back going into the
playoffs . .
Wade played 27 minutes _
and had 12 points on 6 of 9
-shooting. He had 6 turnovers
as the r~st from inactivity
showed. Dwayne has five
more games to get himself
ready for the playoffs. When
the playoffs start, Dwayne
will be ready.

HALL'S
TAX SOLUTIONS
2700 N. Mac Dill Ave. #712
504 E. Baker St. #2
Tampa, FL 33607
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Plant City, F/ 33566 ·

. (813) 752-1239 .

HOME FOR _QUALITY,
INCOME TAX PREPARATION
{

WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
AND LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU
THIS COMING TAX SEASON

We Offer:
Express RALS (3 Minutes)
RAL (Refund Anticipation Loans) .
RAC (Refund Anticipation Checks)
Electronk Filing
Direc~ Deposit
·
FREE Pick-up & Delivery
~ .
We Sp~cialize In:
Personal And Small Business Returns
Discount For Return Clients
·Tax Returns Start As Low As $30.00
Tax Advisors:
Fax In Info
Arsund Randolph, Elouise Burnett,
Faster Service
Elizabeth Randolph-Padgett .
(813)
876-0748
Antionette Randolph & Arthur Hall

NIKKI·
As expected, we had . several people calling for the return of this
stunning young ·lady. It is our pleasure to bring back Nikki as this
week's Beauty Unlimited Feature. This 19-year-old Geniini is currently
seeking a Criminal Justice Degree· at Hillsborough Community
College. She says that she enjoys shopping and hanging out with
friends. Fellas, in order to get closer to this young lady you have .to be
smart, good-looking, know how to have a good time and have a great
sense of humor. Congratulations to Nikki an being this week's Beauty
Unlimited Feature.
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Women Coaches 'Outraged' At
Comments Made By Shock dockDuring his syndicated School:
"He
national radio program last lacks integrity
week, radio shock jock Don and character.
lmus called the Rutgers That's what was
women's basketball team a in his heart and
group of "nappy headed that
always
hos." Since the comment, comes out. As a ~.:;:;:...-~oii:l
African American organiza- C h r i s t i a n DEBRA
tions all over the country have woman, I for- DAWKINS
called for his immediate firing. · give, · but this is
Imus later apologized for an issue he has he needs to
the comment saying, "I'm not deal with. I think the only reaa bad person. I'm a good per- son he apologized later for
son who said a bad thing:"
because it was expected. I
A pair of area women's question the sincerity of the
coaches, one in football the apology. I think if the program
· other ,.in basketball, were · hadn't been aired, he wouldn't
asked what they thought of - have apologized at all."
the-comment.
Aesha Bailey, former basDebra Dawkins, defensive ketball star and current mid- .
backs coach at Blake High die school coach: "I am speech-

less. I can't believe in this day
and time this kind of stuff
· happens~ I think it's pure igrw- ·
ranee.
"As a coach, I have no comment about him, but the
NAACP and other Black organizations would have been
contacted iinmediately if I had
been Vivian Stringer. I don't
think the apology was sincere,
because he was saying what
he really felt. He needs to be
fired immediately, and there's .
no place in radio for this kind of opiil.ion."
Reporter Leon B. Crews
can be _reached at (11-13)
248-0724, or e-mailed at
leon@flsentinel.com.
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Body Of ~egenda,Y ·Football
Coach To Be Laid To Rest
The longtime leadership of
Coach Eddie Robinson
has not gone unnoticed by
the State of Louisiana. The
Louisiana Capitol laid the
legendary coach's body in •
· state onMonday, April 9th
for all those who wished to
pay their respects.
Robinson died at the age
of 88 last week after a long
· battle with Alzheimer's disease. Robinson coached the
Grambling State University
football team for· 55 seasons,
,winning more than 400
games. All former players
were invited to att.end a

COACH EDDIE ROBINSON

players-only service at the
Capitol builc;Iing. Afterwards,
Coach Robinson's body is
in at .Grambling State today,
and will · be buried on
Wednesday.
Grambling grad and Super
Bowl MVP Doug Williams
·was invited to speak during
a memorial ser1vice at the
Louisiana
House
of
Representatives.
Williams, who is now a
personnel executive with the·
Tampa Bay Buccaneers, was )g
one of 20 players who Coach G)
Robinson helped reach the m
NFL.
~
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.Johnson Holds
Off Tiger To
Win MaSters

Dungy Working
On Writing
Christian·Themed
Memoirs

A
AUGUSTA, Ga.
strange we~k at the Masters
saved the biggest surprises for
Sunday -- unheralded Zach
Johnson won the green
jacket, and he had to beat
Tiger Woods to get it.
Johnson pulled away from
Woods and the rest of the
pack with three birdies in a
crucial four-hole stretch along
the back nine of Augusta
ZACH JOHNSON
INDIANAPOLIS
A
National, closing with a 69 for
a two-shot victory and only
·Christian book publisher in
the second ofhis career.
Illinois is working with
The
31-year-old
selfIndianapolis Colts Coach
described . "normal guy" from
Tony Dungy on a memoir.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, is the
Dungy's book, . entitled
least accomplished Masters
"Quiet
Strength:
The
champion since Larry · Mize
principles,
practices
&
chipped in to beat Greg
priorities of a winning life,"
Norman in a playoff 20 years
will be released nationally
~
ago, but this was no fluke .
July 10; Carol Stream, 111.9 Even as some of the thrills
based
Tyndale
House
a: returned in the final round,
TIGER WOODS
Publishers Inc. announced.
~ Johnson kept his calm.
lost . a lead during the final
Financial details of the deal
z
And there wasn't anything round of a major, and the first
were not disclosed.
CS: Woods could do about it.
time he ever failed to get it
The . book will begin in
·~
Woods looked like a lock back.
Dungy's childhood and· then
f}l for his fifth Masters and third
Johnson . finished at l-over
touch on events throughout his
W ·straight major when he took
289, matching a Masters
life, said · Janis Harris,
~ the Iead ·after a short birdie on record . last set in 1956 for, associate publisher, books.
~ the second hole, only this . . highest winning score. And it
One ofl'hose topic~ will be the
.w major didn't work ~ut like so · ended a streak of the winner 2005 death of Dungy's son,
> many others. :Johnson . and . coming out of the final group . James~ '
• · ~ three other players came after · . at Augusta National,ever year
"He shares a bit about that,
W
him, and this time Woods was since 1991,
about how he reacted to the
·. ~ the one who· backed
with ·. . "He played . beautifully,"
tragedy of his son's death and
..;;;! . sloppy mistakes --- a ~roken : .. Woods said . . "Look at the how his faith helped him in
.,.. · club, shots that .either fciund · · found .-he shot out there, the · that," she said Thursday.
the ·~ater or · th~ bunker· arid .· .· score .. He dld what he .needed ·
Dungy said in a statement
Z
too many, putts that stayed out : to. do: : He . went out there,
that he never intended to write
~ - ~ of ~ cnp:- . _': ,.•, ·. ; . . . ··. : ·grinded .away, made shots he
a · book. But he changed his
:j . · lt·was.the.t,hird time Woods · · needed to make." ... · ·. · .·
mind after he . heard from ·
::::)
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many people who were
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"r wanted to tell each of
them that it wasn't the victory,
f . ,;
. ~.
....
~'
.~·~
... but
the journey aTtd the
. · ~·
NE,W YORK ~..- -- ~ickY· •·.·
lessons learned along that
.·zc · Williams, . the ',. former -~FI;.- .
journey that really matter;" he
, O star who played in Canada.last' .1 • •
said. ult · is my prayer . that
"' .~ season_.after being suspen.de!i
':
reading my' story will cause
'"·
(or a ·year for· substance abuse,
;.,
--.
people to stop and examine
. . . haS applied for reinstatement.
_what's really · important in . ·
Williams' . agent,~. Leigl! ;, .
life:"
.
.
::~ ~Denzel , Washingtmi will
.,
Steinberg, S,aid the mnhing . - . ·
. back, who:. .will turn . 30.
. iri,/' .>-~~·-.
: . . ' provide · the -forewo~d. for the
May, had sent a letter asking ' . .". .
.:. · : book, which-will be co-written
1
•
that he be allowed to'retutn to ::: · . ·.
., . with Nathan Whitaker; · a
.,
·
··
·
·
·
ttie Miami Dolphins. , .. · · . : .·: .·~:,:
. The NFL~ confirmed ·.that , . , .... _ . ·
-.
· •• ._
first'-tiine author, Harris said.'
1 ·
·· ·
·n-r
··
·
· Tyndale . · has . published
.
. .
Williams .· .. :-, ha.d ~-.,_··· . soug·ht . . ~CKY WILL~MS
· several · ,. other . . memoirs~
reinstatement,:. for · which he ,· ,
•
· · · · · · including.';Let's.· Roil," by Lisa
. will be eligible after 'Aprii' 27;
get ~is right$. He: was .traded '
.when . he will have . been . to Miami for ' two first-round ~ Beamer, wife · of Sept. 11
victim Todd Beamer.
suspe~decf' for : .a
year.
draft picks after. -the 2001 . •'
Dqlppins spo_kesinan ~lilrvey Sefi:SOO and ' rushe~ . for . 't ,853 ~
Greene said the"team had ··no · ~ yard~ r~rthe Dolphins. in. 2002 :
comment because William~ · is ; and 1~372 the next season . . ·
· ·down last . year by former
n~t
yet
eligible "; ·for ~ · :B~t . h~ , abruptly _retired '
commissioner .· .' ·
Paul
.. reinstatement. ·
shortly before training camp
Tagliabue, was Williams' .
in 2004, then returned in 2005
:.Williams,
a . , former
fourth. '
t'
'Heisman . T~ophy . ~inner .at ~ to back up . rookie ·Ronnie
.
·
Steinberg
said
Williams
·
Brown. Williams rushed - for
· ~ - Texas~ Was· originally 'drafted
has been teaching yoga in
. W by:Ne~ Orle.ans when then- · 743 , yards · and a 4~4 · yard
California
· since · returning
a~eni:ge that year.
' ' · .·
. , ~ ·- coach Mike Ditka gave up ali
from
Canada
last December.
a.; hisJ~i~ks in the 1999 draft to
The . suspension, . handed
.c;. ... ~k1~:!: ~ ·-~" ...,~;r -- ·
· ·
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Heat's Posey
Arrested For DUI
MIAMI BEACH --- Miami
Heat forward James Posey
was arrested early Monday on
a drunken driving charge after
an officer pulled him over for
stopping in the middle of a
road.
Posey had stopped his car
on a double-lane Miami Beach
road, tal~ing to occupants of
other vehicles and pedestrians,
police said.
Once out of the car, Posey
displayed "bloodshot eyes,
slurred speech, and an odor of
an alcoholic beverage on his
breath," the police report said.
The player also was unsteady
·on ·his feet and swayed while
standing, police said.
Posey was arrested and
taken to Miami-Dade County
jail. He was later released on
$1 ,000 bond.
Posey was not with the
team for practice Monday and
it was unknown whether he
will fly with the team to
Charlotte
for
its game
Tuesday. Heat coach Pat
Riley said after practice that
the team will wait to collect

JAMES POSEY

"all the facts" before making
anv decisions
on . Posey's
.
status.
When Miami plays at
Charlotte, it will be without
center Shaquille O'Neal, who
has been excused to attend the
funeral services for his
paternal grandfather.
O'Neal said he hopes to be
back with the Heat when they
host
Washington
on
Wednesday.
· Posey, in the final y~ar of
his contract, is making .about
$6.4 million this season with
the defending champion Heat.

.

Wright Is NBA-Bound
LAWRENCE, Kan., --- A
newspaper reporte'd · Sunday
that Kansas sophomore Julian
Wright likely will enter the
NBA draft.
In a story by the Lawrence
J~urnal-World; · Jayhawks
coach .Bill . Self said Wright
"will strongly consider his_
options regarding the draft.
We expect he'll "' have ·a
decision at the first . of the
Julian · Wrigbt averaged ···
week. At that tirrie, we'll have
i2 points ·and 7 ..8 rebounds ..
a formal announcement."
· as a sophomore. . · ,

: BAOTHIA~S .
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lm.u s Grilled Over
Racial Comments
NEW YORK --- Don lmus
took a seat on the other side of
the microphone Monday,
appearing on the Rev. AI
Sharpton's radio show and
enduring more criticism for
his offensive comments about
the
Rutgers
women's
basketball team.
lmus
issued
another
apology for referring to
DONIMUS
members of the team as
"nappy-headed
. hos."
scheduled to appear on
Sharpton
called
the
Sharpton's show.
comments "abominable" and
. "It's not going to be easy.
"racist" and repeated his
I'm not looking for it to be
but
demand that lmus be fired .
easy,"
Imus said.
"Our agenda is to be funny
Imus
made the now
and sometimes we go to far.
infamous
remark
during his
And this time we went way
show
Wednesday.
too far," Imus to)d Sharpton.
The Rutgers team, which
Earlier Monday, on his own
includes
eight black women,
radio show, Imus called
had
lost
the
day before in the
himself "a good person" who
NCAA
women's
made a bad mistake.
championship
game.
Imus
"Here's what I've learned:
was
speaking
with
producer
·that · you can't make fun of
Bernard McGuirk about the
everybody, because some
game
when the exchange
· people don't deserve it," he
began
on "Jmus in the
·said. "And because the climate
Morning,
" which is broadcast
on this program has been what
of people on more
to
millions
it's been for 30 "years doesn't
than
70
stations
and MSNBC.
mean it's going to be what it's
"That's
some
rough girls
been for the next five years or
·from
Rutgers,"
Imus
said.
whatever."
"Man,
they
got
tattoos
...
"
Imus
said
he
was
"Some
hardcore · hos,"
"embarrassed" by the remarks.
McGuirk
said.
He said he had made the
"That's some nappy-headed
- comments - in the course . of .
hos
there, I'm going to tell you
"trying to be funny," but he
that,"
lmus said.
was not trying to excuse them.
.
Imus
also apologized on
"I'm not a bad person. I'm a
the
air
Friday,
but his mea .
good person, but I said a bad
t_hing. But these young women
deserve to know it · was not
said with malice," he said.
He
pointed · to · his
involvement with the . Imus
Ranch, a- cattle farm for
. children with ·- cancer and
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.
Jermain Taylor's promoter
blood disorders in·~ Ribera.
New Mexico. Ten percent of . , has heard enough criticism of
the ·children who come ·to the
the middleweight champion's
ranch are black, he added.
choice of ·6ppor:te~ts. Taylor
·"I'm. not a white · man who . ·will put his title on the line ·
. doesn't know ~riy AfriCan- ·. . May 19 against Cory Spinks
Americans," he said. · . .
. ··. in Memphis; · Tenn. It's
Imus said he hopesJ -to meet . . Taylor's second straight fight
the players and. tb~ir . parents · ag;ainst someone from ·. a
·•and coaches;- -and"'•nFsaid he
smaller weight class. Spinks,
.was :.: grateful · that he· was ·.· the _son of former h~avyweight
··
•
champion Leon Spinks, is the

REV. AL SHARPTON
culpa has not quieted the
uproar.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson
and about 50 people marched
Monday outside Chicago's
NBC towel· to protest Imus'
comments, and. an NAACP
official · called
for
the
broadcaster's ouster.
James E. Harris, president
of the New Jersey chapter of
the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People, demanded Sunday that
Imus "resign or be terminated
immediately."
Allison
Gollust,
a
spokeswoman for MSNBC,
said the network considers
Imus' comments "deplorable"
and is reviewing the matter.
Karen
Mateo,
a
spokeswoman for CBS Radio- Imus' employer and the .
owner of his New York radio
home, WFAN-AM -- said the
company was "disappointed" ·
in
Imus' · actions
and
characterized his comments as
"completely inappropriate."

,Taylor Set .
·_ To fight Spinks
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GuiltY. Plea For
Montgomery
NEW YORK --- Olympic
sprinter Tim Montgomery,
once considered the fastest
man on Earth until his world
record was erased in the
BALCO
steroid
scandal,
pleaded guilty Monday to
conspiracy in a multimilliondollar bank fraud and money- ·
laundering scheme.
"I sincerely regret the role I
played in this unfortunate
episode," Montgomery said
in a statement following the
plea. "I have disappointed
many people, and for that I am
truly sorry."
Montgomery's plea deal
"reflects his minor role" in an
alleged conspiracy and does
not require him to testify at
the trial of his former coach,
Steven Riddick, and other codefendants, according to his
lawyers. · That
trial
ts
scheduled to begin Tuesday.
It was not clear if
Montgomery would have to
serve any prison time because
of the guilty plea. The U.S.
attorney's office had no
comment. .
· Montgomery, 32, was
charged last year along with
Riddick, and 11 others in an
alleged conspiracy to deposit
$5 million in stolen, altered or ·
counterfeit checks ·at several
banks over three years.
An alleged · coconspirator,
Ephraim
Richardson,
previously pleaded guilty to a
single charge of conspiracy to
commit bank fraud.
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TIM MONTGOMERY
The
government
had
accused
Montgomery
of
participating in a plot created
by two other defendants who
set up sham businesses to take
checks stolen from banks and
alter
them
or · make
counterfeits.
Montgomery ·
allegedly
deposited three bogus checks
worth a total of $775,000. He
also was accused of helping ....,
Riddick deposit others worth 0
at
least
$905,000
and :0
0
accepting a $20,000 fee for his )>
role.
Riddick,
a
1976 en
Olympic
medalist,
has m
·Z
maintained his innocence.
:::!
Montgomery was a 2000 z
Olympic gold medalist and a Im
former . I 00-meter
world m
record holder. He retired in c:
I
2005 after he was banned I
m
. from track and field for two :::!
years by the Court of z
Arbitration for . Sport . for
c:
doping
linked -- to ·- the m
investigation of BALCO, the
lab at the center of a · steroid ·en
:I:
m
scandal in sports.
c
Montgomery never tested
m
positive for drugs, . and has
<
m
said he never knowingly took
JJ
.<
any banned substances.
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LOS ANGELES --- Kevin
c
.
Durant completed a sweep of
the top six national player of
~
c·
the year honors. It was a
):> .
.<
humbling experienc-e in more
ways than one.- ··.
. ·.
·- The 'Texas ·. star. won the
·· KEVIN D
And
John R> Wooden Award in -a ·
runaway Saturday to . become
CANDACE i»ARKER ." ··
the first . freshman to receive
the trophy, but friend and rival ·
· ~·. Acie Law of- Texas A&M said.:"He's a ·great guy -~ he's
taught him a lesson on the Los : going to have a_great career. u .• ·
Angeles
Athletic · Club
Candace ·Parker, the 6basketball court a day earlier.
.foot~4_ sophomore . who Jed .
"Me and Acie were in here Tennessee - to · ·· its · seventh
playing 1-on~ 1 last night. He .. NCAA t:hampionship, .. won
beat me three times," D~rant the women's Wooden Award.

,.

CORY SPINKS vs .
JERMAIN TAYLOR ·
IBF · jun.ior · middleweight
champion.
"This fight was offered,to a
large
number
.of
middleweights who turned it
down," said Lou :DiBella,
Taylor's promoter. .
Organizers
held
a
teleconference Thursday for
the fight, · which will be
televised by HBO. Included
on the call was Don King,
Spinks' promoter.
"I've never met Don King,"
Taylor
said.
"Looking
forward to meeting him." . .
King called Taylor "o~e of
the best out there.';
. Taylor, a Little Rock
native, beat former junior
middleweight ·· ·
champion
Kassim Ouma in a December
decision. That fight was in
North Little Rock.

•.

You Expecting A Refund This Tax Season?
We Offer Quick And Convenient Ways ·
To Receive It! You Decide. Receive Y9ur .
Money In Minutes Of Entering Our Office,
1-2 Days, Or Direct Deposit S-7 Days.

IINC:otJIE TAX DEADUNE IS APRIL 17!
A Trusted Nai;1e Since 1973 · ·
Phone/Fax 18131621-7992 ·Cell 18131 240-7284•7022 Tidewaler Trail
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'Are We Done Yet' Comes
In 3rd At Box Office

ENTERTAINMENT
Sale Of .Jackson
Family Items
Announced

Phylicia Rashad, the
Tony award nominee for her
role in the Broadway produc:
tion of Gem of the Ocean, will
make her directorial debut
with a st.aging of the August
Wilson play at Seattle
~epertory Theatre, which officially opens April 11 at the
Washington state company's
Bagley Wright Theatre for a
PHYLICIA RASHAD
run through May 6.
The play is set in 1904 on (Solly Two Kings), Stanley
\the eve of Aunt Esther's Wayne Mathis (Caesar),
287th birthday.
When Todd Jefferson Moore
Citizen Barlow comes to her (Rutherford
Selig),
home in Pittsburgh's Hill Michele Shay (Aunt Ester)
. District seeking asylum, she and Allie Woods (Eli).
sets him off on a_ spiritual
Rashad won a Tony for .her
journey to find a city in the turn in the Broadway revival
middle of the Atlantic Ocean.
of A Raisin in the Sun - which
Barlow is played by actor she will reprise for the forthKhalil Kain, best known as -coming ABC television adapMaya's husband Darnell on tation opposite her stage cast
the CW sitcom "Girlfriends." members Sean "Diddy.,
The Seattle cast also includes Combs, Sanaa Lathan, Bill
Crystal Fox (as Black Nunn and fellow Tony winMary ), William Hall, Jr. ner Audra McDonald:
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The Cast "Are We Done Yet?"
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"Grindhouse" was one of Wednesday.
four new entries vying for
"Blades of Glory" has
the attention of moviegoers · ·earned $68.4 million after 10
over the Easter holiday.
days . It was released by
The best of the bunch was Paramount Pictures, a unit
the family comedy "Are We of Viacom Inc. The animated
Done Yet?" at No.3 with $15 "Meet the Robinsons" held
million. The film, starring steady at No.2 with $17 milpioneering rapper Ice Cube, lion, also in its second weekhas earned $19.1 million
end. The Walt Disney Co.
since opening on Wednesday
release has earned $52.2
to get an early start on the
million.
holiday. ·
"Are We Done Yet?" was
The Hilary Swank horror
released
by Columbia
movie "The Reaping" opened
Pictures,
a
unit of Sony
at No. 5 with $10.1 million
·
Corp.
"The
.Reaping"
was
fo: t?e th:ee · days_and $12
m1lhon Since opening on released by Warn-er Bros.
Thursday. Another family Pictures, a unit of Time
comedy, "Fireho_u·se Dog," Warner Inc. "Firehouse Dog"
failed to ignite, coming in at was release"d by ·20th
No. 10 with $4 million, and Century Fox, a unit of News
$5.3 ..
million
since · . Corp.
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Phylicia Rashad Makes
Directorial Debut

LAS VEGAS -- More
than 1,100 Jackson family
items are set for auction in
Las Vegas next month, but a
representative for Michael
Jackson ·says the pop star
is considering legal action to
stop the sale.
"Mr. Jackson was not
aware and he is extremely
upset that his memorabilia
was included amongst the
memorabilia that is being
auctioned off," said spokeswoman Raymone K. Bain.
The Jacksons Auction is
scheduled May 30-31 at the
Hard Rock hotel resort.
Addressing the alleged child
Guernsey's auction house
abuse perpetrated by his Gsaid items include Michael
Unit member Tony Yayo, 50
Jackson's gold record for
Cent called into "Miss Jones
his "Thriller" album, handin the Morning" on Hot 97
written lyrics for The
last week to say, in effect,
Jackson Five hit "ABC" . that his Jewish lawyers will
handle the situation.
and a "Victory ·Tour" pro· The rapper said Yayo's
gram· signed by Jackson
alleged
attack on the 14-yearfamily members.
old
son
of his music industry
Arlan Ettinger, founder
r-ival
Jimmy
(Henchmen)
and president of Guernsey's,
Rosemond
last
month won't
compared the sale to an aucaffect
his
crew
in
a negative
tion of .Elvis Presley I
· way.
Graceland memorabilia he
·He then warned: "Worry
conducted in Las Vegas in · about the Je-Je-Je-Jew unit.
1999.
They're the real goon squad.
"It certainly is in that
When the lawyers come out,
sphere of landmark, highyou'll see what it is. I don't
profile, extraordinary aucpay nobody. I only pay the
tions," Ettinger said.

50 Cent Ready To Unleash
The 'Je-Je-Je-Jew Unit'

..J

u.

.Support The
Florida·Sentinel
Advertisers

-

so CENT
lawyers."
Despite reports to the contrary, 50 said he was not present during the incident in
which Yayo, born Marvin
Bernard, was said to have
smacked and pushed the boy ·
as he walked down a
Manhattan street.

Beyonce Releases
'~'DaY' Video Album
'.
.

NEW YORK - Beyonce .
may be one of the hardest
working women in show business. She cranked out eight
videos in two weeks for her
new DVD, "B'Day Anthology
Video Album.,.
"I always wanted to do a

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~======================================================~~

Your. Futurescope

ASK DEANNA!

ARIES (Mar. 21You are highly creative today; how will you
spend your happiness? Let joy be your guiding
principle and live like a queen/king today. You possess a real flair for the dramatic today!
Affirmation: The success of others is the in
ment I make in myself.
(Apr. 21- may 21)
Challenges in the morning are easily met.
Replace your worries with positive affirmations.
You're really doing an outstanding job of being
you! Communication skills remain exceptional.
Affirmation: I give my busy brain a rest from
(May u-June 21)
Justice is on your mind again today. This may be
in a cosmic sense, or you may still be speeding
along trying to get a ticket. Slow down and relax
your brain-energies! The universe knows how to
take care of itself and of you. Trust!
: Faith keeps me calm in the storms of life
CANCER (June u-July 22.)
Give your busy brain a rest and work your body
today. It's a great day for physical activity that can
loosen up muscles and relieve tensions. You'll
receive some practical advice from a distant relative.
rrn••nrm; My smile is a radiant light to those I encounter.
(July 23-Aug ll)
You feel great ! Your shining spirit attracts many
seekers today so let your best wisest self answer
questions that are put to you by those who want
advice. You'll smooth over a sticky situation at
work with ease.
rrn•.r•rm: Success that has been following me is catching up.
(Aug. 23 -Sept. 23)
A shari: trip for business reasons gives you a little
personal space to make some notes to yourself.
Remember your best self, and keep a positive outlook. Buy a lottery ticket today ilt your destination, or watch for some other type of "found

(Real People, Real Advice)
True Reality & Cutting Edge Wisdom

Dear Honest John:

Ask Deanna! Is an advice
column known for its
fearless approach to reality-based subjects!

Ask Deanna! can be
heard every Sunday on
KTYM AM 1460 at 3:00pm
in Los Angeles, CA.
Dear Deanna!
The weather is getting
warm and I find myself in a
new situation. I have never
been in a relationship during
the summer because I know
I'm not faithful. I've been
dating someone for almost a
year but I want to end the
relationship now with the
possibility of resuming the
· love after the summer. My
girlfriend is going to be
heartbroken but I would
rather do this than cheat on
her as I know I will. Do you
have any suggestions on
what I should do?
Honest John
On-Line Reader

~

we need to tell tile-··
phone companies:·

(Oct. 24 .; Nov. u)

,lllll
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A pleasant day is in store because you choose
be happy. Keep a positive attitude and by t
afternoon, you'll see your positive '!ibes returni
to you tenfold! You'll be warmly regarded at h
. by friends and family. Enjoy!
Communication is a skeleton key that fits many doors:

RIUS (Nov. 23 -Dec. l.1)
Charm is the word of the day as you are practically
.oozing with the stuff! My gracious, make sure you
really want people swooning at your feet before
you flash your eyes and smile at them. Focus that
formidable talent of yours on winning a negotiation with a partner over a l~:~crative project.
rrn••nrm; New insights create new directions and a new cast
characters. ·. ··
· ·· ·
·
·
•
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lege education, a good job C
and nice friends. You would }(
think that after a while, she >
would be tired of financing ~
men, getting abused and r...1.
dealing with drama. How do p
I get through to her?
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Ll BRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)
[7"i7;;;;;:mrr;i'-±:
Thir)gs that have others upset today will
71 bother you quite as much. Today is a good day
show that you can oe depended upon when thi
get a little heavy for others. Handling heaviness
not all that tough for yo~:~. Turn this asset into
dividend producer.
tion: Today I find joy in the gifts that life has already
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Why don't you be faithful
Carl
instead of acting like a dog in
Portland, OR
heat just because the weather gets warm? Other than
Dear Carl:
being · rude and immature,
there is no excuse for your
Some women will overlook
actions. However, you're good guys because they seek
being true to your nature but excitement , good sex and
your girlfriend deserves bet- thrills. These relationships
ter. If you know you're. going often crash and burn after a
to be unfaithful, respect her financial wipeout, unplanned
and end the relationship and pregnancy or a few fights
don't go back after you've with other women. You can
played in the streets~ You help by introducing her to
should really try to turn a · quality men, exposing her to
new leaf and keep your cur- positive relationships and
social networking opportuni-·
rent love and let it bloom.
ties. The choice is up to her
and if she contin11es the
choke me, pull · my hair
Dear Deanna!
lifestyle, then support her
and
be there when she falls.
I can't tell you how tired I
am of watching my sister go
Ask Deanna is written py
out with bad guys. She
De;;tnna
. M. Write Ask
seems to have a magnet on
Deanna!
Email: askdeanher head that attracts unemnal@yahoo.com or write:
ployed men, drug dealers
Deanna M, 264 S. La
and guys that look shady.
Cienega, Suite 1283,
She has access to decent men
Beverly Hills, · CA 90211.
in her circle. I don't underWebsite: www.askdeanna.stand it. My sister has a col-

tion: I keep my smile shining, especially at home.
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CAPRICORN (l)ec: u.-· Jart.l.o)
·
Happy-happy-joy-joy. You'll have a song on your
lips today as you make your way easily through a
thicket of tasks and obligations. This evening
brings a·surprlse from a partner... anticipate it with
a glad heart!'.
rnrrn.:~·nnn I will actually write a love letter to the universe today:
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''"'"'''-''"'"''us · (Jan. 2.1 -Feb. 19)

A very pleasant day is in store as pea·ce seems to
be the· dominant current. Your experience will tell
you how best to proceed with a close relationship.
Right words and actions can restore all to the previous beauty.
. ··,
Affirmation: Facing dow'! challenges makes me feel good a

...

(Feb. l.O-Mar. l.O)

... ,
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Creativity Is running high and your energy level
corresponds with your desire to do more. Use you
imagination to visualize a new way of doing tha
thing that you've been putting off. You'll be hap
with the outcome today.
tion: Trust gives me a deep sense of peace and joy.
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===== MEMORIAMS

~

LIFETIME
MEMORIES
OF OUR
LOVING
MOTHER

USF Professor .
Suspended. W~thout Pay

....

EVANGELIST EMMA
LEE CARPENTER
Emma-Lee "The Legend,"
may the work I've done
speak for me!! Operation
Legacy Emma:-Lee. Acts 1:8.
"Ole Is Alive" 2007, a
"Bucified. Angel."

ELOUISE L.
JACKSON
4/8/35 - 4/9/06

~
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. From your children:
Mercedes, Lewis, Jr., Sylvia,
Antl!_~my, Tyrone, Donald,
Maggie, Michael and David.
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2-YEAR
_
ANNIVERSARY OF
OUR LOSS,
OUR BELOVED
BOBBY J. BIGGS

a:

HUSBAND And
FATHER
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Mi-. Radford T. Gambrell, 3307
N.OlaAvenue.
Mr. Robyn Jon Lawson, 13142
N. 20th Street, #29.

RAY WILLIAMS
FUNERAL HOME

z

I

EASTSIDE
FUNERAL HOME .

Mrs. Lavern' Elaine Miller,
3203 E. McBerry Street.
Mrs. Mary Rodgers, 3711 N.
Jefferson Street.
·
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Death
Notices

- MORNING GLORY
FUNERAL CHAPEL
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4/10/32- 4/9/05

We do not need a special
LL
day to bring you. to our
minds. The days we do not
think of you are very hard to
find. Each morning I awake,
Bobby I realize you're gone
and no one knows th·e
heartache, and I try to .carry
on. Our hearts still ache with
sadness and heavy tears still
flow. What I meant.to lose
you no one will ever know.
Our thoughts and love are
with •you, your placP. no one
could fill, in life we loved
you dearly, in death we love
you still. We'll f9rever have
this emptiness ... and floods
of silent tears, but oh what
precious memo;ries of the
days when you were here.
We'll hold you close within
our hearts ... and there you
shall remain. You'll walk
with us throughout our liveS',
until we meet again. Our
family chain is broken now
and nothing seems the same,
~ but our chain will link again.
w l'orever loved, cherished
~ 'imd missed by your devoted
<a. wife and family. We all miss
you d'eeply.

LOCAL

Mrs. Melva Atkins, 6010 N.
32nd Street.
·
Mrs. Patricia Contrera, 6102
WebbRoad#1706.
·
Mr. Willie Hall, Tampa
Mr. Harold H. Lee, Sr., 3837
Bellewater Boulevard.
Mr. Reginald Myers, 5309 W.
Idaho Street.
.
- Mr. Norman S. Rutland,
Tampa

University of South Florida Professor
Geoffrey Okogbaa has received a 9month unpaid suspension after university
leaders found he showed incompetence and
misconduct leading ·the school's Institute
on Black Life.
Okogbaa also must repay $888 spent on:
personal trips that officials said he
charged to university accounts and $2,200
for a conference trip to Mrica that investigators said was paid by another sourc~.
Okogbaa led the Institute until his resignation in July 2006, a month b.efore ·a.n
audit found he had mismanaged more

than $100,000 of federal grant money.
Much of that money was earmarked to
support after-school programs, however a
church complained to the university last
year after it failed to received services it
expected.
Okogbaa has been on paid leave from
his $118,459-a-year post as a tenured engineering professor;
.
' H~l .:· ··· ' ..
In a· letter from.Jh.~JJ.niversity dated
April 5th: it says: '"i'his·final action follows
the universitfs'-Mar~h
t5;•2·odf1~:t.~er noti. .
. '.
. .. -' . . ·!: .,
fying y'ou of aifrJn~enVt<i: suspend your
employment.
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Hearing Scheduled For
Tampa Heights Building
A Public Hearing has
been scheduled for 5 p.m.
at the County Center to
determine whethe_r or .not
·they will approve a request
by a d~veloper for a building on the corner of Adalee
and Jefferson Streets in
Tampa Heights.
The · building, formerly
owned by the Zigfeld f~mk
ly, has been purchased by a ·

local news
education
religion
business
health
sports
family
entertainment

developer who wants to
convert it into condominiums. ·.
One resident in the areasaid it had once been proposed to conyer.t the building into a performing arts
center, but they felt that
would create too much tniffic in the community.

FLORIDA

CORPORATION

s999s
FORM YOUR

Mrf'll:!oM-!!Mii'M~~iil

CALL NOW FOR
FREE INFORMATION
PACI<AGE

FLORIDA LLC

s1549s

Residents are asked to
attend the hearing so the
Hearing Master 'can determine whether to ~ccept or
deny the ·application of the
developer:
A Planning Commission
public hearing was held
Monday night' by the City
of'fampa,:_
H

• ·

& INCLUDES:
Company Seal & Book, Articles at Incorporation or
Organization , Company Minutes, Corp. By Laws or
LLC Regulat ions, Stock/Membership Certificate ,
Preliminary Name Search, Attorney's Fee

Corporations also i mmediately available WfTax
1.0.# Also Sub S Corps., Non-Profit Corps., Limited
Partnersh ips, LLCs, ·oeAs, Trademarks, Business
Sa les/Purchases, and Offshore Corps. '07, '06, '05,
'04, '03, '02, '01, '.00, '99 & '9 8 Corporations also
available for immediate delivery.
•

www.amerilawyer~com

(813) 871-5400

(800) 658-5900

TAM PA

TOLL FREE
& Utr.r.a, P.A. • Ll....-yers, 3623 Wut Kenn•dy Blvd.; Tamp.a

STONE
FUNERAL HOME
Ms. Mary Young, Tampa.

WILSON
FUNERAL HOME
Pheonic Y. Brown, Tampa.
Stanford Merritt, Chicago, ll..
Mrs. Edith Walcott. Odessa.

has prov1ded the highest standard
in fu neral services for over 70 years.

Ray Williams Funeral Home
Rhod es 6 Northern , Owners
301 N. Howard Avenue • Tampa, FL 33606

Ph: (813) 253-3419
Fax: (813) 251-4912 Email: raywmsltij.net

Harmon
Funeral Home

John W . Harmon. L.F.D.
FREE QUOTES
Owncr/Man.agcr
5002 N. -lOth St.

626-8600

REST HAVEN
MEMORIAL PARK ·.. A Community Pride"

46 15 E. Hanna • Tampa 33610

Space.s • Monuments • Markers
DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

626-2332

221•1800
1467 Tampa Park Plaza

@

Nebraska Ave. & Scott St.

The Hiring 01 ALawver Is An lmportamDaclslon Thai Shoul~ Not Be Basad Solelv Upon Advardsements, Before
You Decide. ~s~ The Lawnrlo Sand You free ln!ormallon AboutTholr Qualillcallons And EKporlonce.
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF
THE THIRTEENTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN
AND FOR HILLSBOROUGH
COUNTY, FLORIDA
DIVISION H
Case No. 07-000192

NOTICE OF ACTION
TO: Hattie Bell Mcleod,
Individually,
Last Known Address of
3507 11th Avenue
Tampa, FL 33605
And
Defendant's Unknown
. Spouse, Heirs, Devisees,
Grantees, Judgment
Creditors, And All Other
Parties Claiming By, Through,
Under Or Against
Said Named Defendant

r'

YOU ARE HEREBY
NOTIFIED that an action
to quiet and confirm title in
the following described real
property located in Hillsborough
County, Florida:

North'~{of the South 215 ol the
East ~ of the SW Y. of the NE
Y. of the SE Y. of Section 8,
Township 28 South, ·Range 20
East, Hillsborough - County,
Florida, less the West 30 feet
for road right of way.
the "Property".
has been filed by the Plaintiffs,
Parsram Khublal and Naimoon
Khubl~l._ against you.
You are required . to serve
a . copy of your written
defenses,if any, to the Verified
Complaint to Quiet Tax Title on
the attorney for the Plaintiff,
ANITA
GERACI, Esquire,
- whose address is 1560 Bloxam
Avenue, Clermont, Florida
34711,
on
or · before
April 23, ·2007 and io file the
original with the Clerk of .this
Court either before service ·on
Plaintiff's -· attorney
or
immediately,
• thereafter .
. Otherwise, a default will be
entere·d against you for th e
relief demanded in the
complaint. -. .

R:

RESOLUTION NO. 2007-236

PARSRAM KHUBLAL
Individually, and
NAIMOON KHUBLAL
Individually
(Plaintiffs)
vs.
DALTON UTSEY, Individually,
and JAMES N. THOMAS,
Trustee,
Individually
(Defendants)

.PI1!ll2n of University of Tampa Incorporated. - C06-30
Legal Descriptio!":
All that alleyway lying in Block 12, COLLINS ADDITION TO WEST TAMPA, a subdivision
as map or plat thereof is recol'ded in Plat Book 1, Page 35, of the public records of Hillsborough
County, Florida.
AND
All that alleyway lying in Block 17, COLLINS ADDITION TO WEST TAMPA, a subdivision as
map or plat thereof is recorded in Plat Book 1, Page 35, of the public records of Hillsborough
County, Florida, I,.ESS the South 20.00 feet thereof.
AND

NOTICE OF ACTION
TO:. Dalton Utsey
Individually
Last Known Address of
6428 Brandy Drive, Spring
Hill, FL 34607 and
Defendant's Unknown
Spouse, Heirs, Devisees,
Grantees, Judgment
Creditors, And All Other
Parties Claiming By,
Through, Under Or Against
Said -Named Defendants
YOU ARE HEREBY
NOTIFIED that an action
to quiet and confirm title in
the following described real
property located in Hillsborough
County, Florida:
South 113 of NW Y. of NE Y. of
SE Y., less right of way for Dale
Mabry Highway, less West 300
feet recorded in the public
records of Hillsborough County,
Florida, all lying and being in
Section 21, Township 28 South,
· Range 18 East: ·

All that portion of Newport Avenue (14th Avenue) lying East of and abutting the East boundary
of Block 16 and lying West of and abutting the West boundary of Block 17, COLLINS ADDITION
TO WEST TAMPA, a subdivision as map or plat thereof is recorded in Plat Book 1, Page ·35, of
the public records of Hillsborough County, Florida, LESS 20.00 feet thereof.

has been filed by the Plaintiffs,
Parsram Khublal and Naimoon
Khublal; against you.

0
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All that portion of Gilchrist Avenue (13th Avenue) lying East of and abutting the East boundary
of Block 17 and lying West of and abutting the West boundary of Block 18, COLLINS ADDITION
TO WEST TAMPA, a subdivision as map or plat thereof is recorded in Plat Book 1, Page 35, of
the public records of Hillsborough County, Florida, LESS the South 20.00 feet thereof.
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AND
All that portion of Gilchrist Avenue (13th Avenue) lying East of and abutting the East boundary
of Block 14 and lying West of and abutting the West boundary of Block 13 and the Northerly
projection thereof to the Southeasterly .boundary of a 200.00 foot wide strip for an apparent
railroad right of way graphically shown on COLLINS ADDITION TO WEST TAMPA, a subdivision
as map or plat thereof is recorded in Plat Book 1, Page 35, of the public records ot'Hillsborough
County, Florida.
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All that portion of North •A" Street lying North of and abutting the North boundary of Block 17
and lying South of boundary of Block 14, COLLINS ADDITION TO WEST TAMPA, a subdivision
as map or plat thereof is recorded in Plat Book 1, Page 35, of the public records o f Hillsborough
County, Florida. .
·
·
·
AND

'
All that portion of North "A" Street lying North of and abutting the North boundary of Block 18
and lvino South of and abuttino the South boundarv of Block 13. COLLINS ADDITION TO WEST
TAMPA, a subdivision as map or plat thereof is recorded in Plat Book 1, Page 35, of the public
records of Hillsborough County, Florida:

AND
All that certain street intersection common to Gilchrist Avenue (13th Avenue) and North "A" Street,
all iying and being in COLLINS ADDITION TO WEST. T~MPA, a subdivision as map or plat
thereof is recorded in Plat Book 1, Page 35, of the public records of Hillsborough County, Florida.
AND
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You are required · to· serve
a COJ>Y of your ' written
defenses, if any, to the
Complaint to Quiet Tax Title on
the attorney for the Plaintiff,
ANITA R . GERACI, Esquire,
whos e address · is 1560
Bloxam Avenue, Clermont,
Florida, 34711, on or before
April 16, 2007 and to file the
original with the Clerk of this
Court either before service on
the Plaintiff's. attorney or
immediately
thereafter.
Otherwise, a default will be
entered against you for th e
relief demanded - in the
complaint.
·

.,r-

AND .

the "Property".

.

-....

ON APRIL 19. 2007 AT 10:00 A.M. IN THE CITY COUNCIL CHAMBERS, CITY HALL,
315 E. KENNEDY BLVD., THIRD FLOOR, TAMPA, FLORIDA, A PUBLIC HEARING
WILL BE HELD BY THE TAMPA CITY COUNCIL TO CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING
PETITION(S) TO VACATE RIGHT(S) OF WA'f:

DIVISION F
Case No. 06-06099

PARSRAM KHUBLAL
Individually, and
NAIMOON KHUBLAL
Individually
(Plaintiffs)
vs.
HATTIE DAVIS, Individually,
JOHN WATSON, Individually,
THERESA I. WATSON, .
Individually, a/kla THERESA
WATSON ATKINS, CARRIE
MAE WORTHY, Individually,
and HATTIE BELL McLEOD,
Individually
(Defendants)

N
0
0

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF
THE THIRTEENTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN
AND FOR HILLSBOROUGH
COUNTY, FLORIDA
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All that portion of Delaware Avenue (12th Avenu~51ying east of and abutting the East boundarY of
Block 13 and lying West of and abutting the West boundary of Block 12, COLLINS ADDITION TO
. WEST TAMPA, a subdivision as map or plat thereof is recorded in Plat Book 1,'Page 35, of the
public records of Hillsborough County, Florida.

AND
All that portion of North "B" Street dedicated per City of Tampa Resolution 2813-C and City of.
·Tampa Resolution 5302-F lying- Northerly of and abutting the North boundary of Blocks 11, 12,
and 13, COLLINS ADDITION TO WEST TAMPA, a subdivision as map or plat thereof is recorded
in Plat Book 1,' Page 35, of the public records of Hillsborough County, Florida, and lying between
the Northerly projection of the Easterly boundary of said · Block 11 and Northerly projection of the ·
Westerly boundary of said Block 13. .
·
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AND
All that portiqn of Block 13, COLLINS ADDITION TO WEST TAMPA, a subdivision as map or
plat thereof is recorded in Plat Book 1, Page 35, of the public records of Hillsborough County,
Florida.
··

Begin at a point on the North boundary line of Lot 3 of Block 13, COLLINS ADDITION TO WEST
In
accordance
with
TAMPA, Plat Book 1, Page 35, 30.6 feet East of the Northwest corner of said Lot 3, run thence
In
accordance
with the Americans With Disabilities
the Americans Disabilities Act ;
West to the Northwest comer of said Lot 3, run theni:e South 43.8 feet to a point on the West
persons .
needing
. Act ,
persons
need i ng special accommodations to
boundary line of said Lot 3, run thence in a straight line in a Northeasterly direction to the Point
special accommodation s to participate in this hearing
of Beginning. · • ·
· participate · in this heari ng should contact the A.D .A .
should . contact the A .D .A .
ANY PERSON WHO DECIDES TO APPEAL ANY DECISION OF· THE CITY COUNCIL WITH RESPECT TO ANY
Coordinator · not later than
. Coordinator not later than seven
· seven (7)' days prior to the
MATIER CONSIDERED AT THIS MEETING WILL NEED A RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS, AND FOR SUCH
(7) · days
prior to the
proceeding
at
813-272-7040
or
.
PURPOSE, MAY NEED TO HIRE A COURT REPORTER TO ENSURE THAT-A VERBATIM RECORD OF THE
proceeding at 813-272-7040 or
PROCEEDINGS IS MADE, WHICH RECORD INCLUDES THE TESTIMONY AND EVIDENCE UPON WHICH THE
via ·'F lorida Relay Service via Florida Relay · Service
at 1-800-955-8770. ·
APPEAL IS TO BE BASED.
'
.
'
at 1.-800-955-8770.
D ated this
March. 2007.

16.1h

day

of

Dated this
Marct),.i,207.

1Mb

day · of

PAT COLLIER FRANK
·
· Clerk of the
Circuit Court

PAT COLLIER FRANK
Clerk of the
Circuit Court

By: /sJ HENRY SUBER, JR.
.
DEPUTY CLERK

By: /sf HENRY SUBER, JR.
DEPUTY CLERK
'

(

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT AND SECTION 286.26, FLORIDA STATUTES,
PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES NEEDING SPECIAL ACCOMMODATION TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS MEETING
SHOULD ·CONTACT THE CITY CLERK'S OFFIC E AT LEAST FORTY-EIGHT (48) HOURS PRIOR TO
THE DATE OF THE MEETING.·
INTERESTED PARTIES MAY APPEAR AND BE HEARD AT SAID HEARING.
SHIRLEY FOxX-KNOWLES
CITY CLERK
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FLORIDA FISH AND WILDLIFE CONSERVATION COMMISSION
BID NUMBER:

FWC 06/07-104

BID TITLE:

Taylor Lake Park Revegetation

PRE-BID OPENING:

April13, 2007@ 1:00 P.M.

~

BID OPENING:

April25, 2007@ 2:30P.M.

CONTACT PERSON:

Edwin Roman (727) 2434114

For
a
complete
copy
of
the
bid,
go
to
http://fcn.state.fl.us/owa_vbs/owa/vbs_www.main_menu or Fax your
request to (850) 921-2500.

Childcare Teachers
Needed
CDA Required
Full Time
Positions Available
Call (813) 248-3073
MEDICAID WAIVER
SPECIALIST
For Details On This Position
Visit Our Website At
www.AgingFiorida.com
ADAIEOE/DFWP
Childcare
Now Hiring FfT & PfT
For Infants,
Toddlers And Pre-K.
Morning And Afternoon
Shifts Available.
Teach~rs

~
c

(813) 546-3311

Call (813) 716-8252

PRESS
OPERATOR
NEEDED

MILITARY VETERANS
NO DOWN PAYMENT

~

>
w

Child Care

W·

D..
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Now Hiring FfT & PfT
Teachers For Infants,
Toddlers, And Pre-K
Morning And Aftermoon
Shifts Available

Call Jay (813) 458-0711
Don't Wait!
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Now Hiring

~
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(813) 949-7477
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(813) 832-4282
Deshongg@verizon.net
Experienced Office
Personnel
Highly Motivated FT/PT
Must Know Computers Also
Experienced Telemarketers
Must Own Car
Start Today!!!

A 8 Dick
1 & 2 Color
Experienced
Preferred
Full Time Position

(813) 630-9827

Apply In Person
Childcare ··

Licensed/Experienced
Barbers And Braiders For An
Upscale Salon With A
Professional Atmosphere
Located In Lutz
{Pasco County)

..J

.AVON
To Buy Or Earn, Very" Small
Investment. Now With More
Options To Earn More
MonfY·

. Call (813) 910-4163

w

..J
..J

For Listings
800-366-9783 Ext H489

3/2/1 - Newly Renovated
Block, CHA
Great Neighborhood
No Money Down
$1 ,500/Monthly

Call Jamaal Barnett
(813) 454-1145

:::J

6 Bedrooms
Bank Foreclosure!
$28,000!
Only $222/Monthly!
5% Down 20 Years
At8%APR

MAC & Windows (A MUST)
CS2/Quark/lllustrator
Plublisher/Photoshop
Full Or PT Position
USF Area

Now Hiring Caregivers for
Developmentally Disabled.
Transportation And Clean
Background Req~ired

:J
.m

For Listings
800~366-9783 X 5748

Palm River

~
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en
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4/ 2 - $243/Monthly
5/2- $476/Monthly
5% Down, 20yrs 8%

Graphic Artist/Designer
Needed

Barnett & Barnett Inc.

w

HUD HOMES!

Licensed, Motivated And
Professional Stylists Are
Invited To Grow With Us.

z

:I:

For More Info Call
(813) 477-6449

. PT Cleaning Personnel
Experienced & Highly
Motivated Must Have
Transportation

c

c

Irvin (813) 965-5413

Call (813) 910-4163

(813).630-9827

~

3 And 4 Bedroom Homes
Starting At $125,000
0 Down - Closing Cost Paid

"This Is It"

u..

:::J

Tampa - Brandon Area

Your Job Is Your Credit
Low Down Payment
Lease 2 Purchase

Start Todayll

£r

<(

HOME OWNERSHIP

PT Help Needed In
Home Daycare
Need 3 Hours Home
Daycare Class,
CPR, And First Aide,
Background Check
Interested Call
(813) 621-0053

. -~ _, ~ilding· Maintenance
·Person Needed

5205 N. Lois Avenue
Tampa, FL 33614

Temple Terrace
Cond For Sale
2 Bedrooms/1.5 Baths
Freshly Painted
New A/C Unit
$89,900
Background Check
(813).597-4383
Custom t:tomes Built By
Pro-Fit Development, Inc.

Full-Time .Position And Some Weekends;
Must Have Minimum Of 2 Years Of
Supervisory Experience, Mechanically
Inclined And Have Successfully
Administered Schedules For All
Maintenance Operations.

Progress Village _Academy
8616.Progress Boulevard ·
Tampa, FL 33619
Call (813) 677-598~
GET NOTICE PLACE YOUR AD IN
THE BUSINESS DIRECTORY - EVERY TUESDAY
CALL LaVORA@ (813) 248-1921
Or Emailledwards@flsentinel.com
FOR MORE INFORMATION

2408 E. 19th Ave.
4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Lanai, 2 Car Garage
1,709 Sq Ft .: $175k
2410 E. 19th Ave.
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Front Courtyard
1 Car Garage '
1,650 Sq Ft - $170k
3502 E. 9th Ave.
- 4 Bedrooms, 2 Baths," Lanai,
Large 1 Car Side Entry Garage,
On Large Comer Lot
1,934 Sq Ft- $175k
10 Year Structural Warranty
And Upgrades, 42" Maple
Cabinets, Stainless Steel
Appliances
Seller Assists With $5,000
Towards Closing Cost
Exit Exitreme Realty
813-716-0160

One, Two, Three, Four
Bedroom Homes
Some New
· Many Areas & Sizes · .
Free Pre-Qualifying
Walter Brewer
MIDLAND REALTY
766-2033

2 - 3 Bedrooms/2 Bath
Homes With Garage
No Money Down
Newly Remodeled
Stop Renting!!!
Call (813) 936-5516
Ext. 208
5908 Palm River
4 Bedroorn/1 1/2 Bath
Completely Renovated
New Electrical, Plumbing,
CHA, Also New Roof
$155,000
Call (813) 621-7493
Busch Gardens Area
1817 Seward St.
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
+Den
$99k, CAC And
Move In Ready! .
PeoplesChoice Realty
(813) .389-1068
Clair Mel Home For Sale
1330 Windsor Way_33619
Totally Renovated3/1
New Tile/Carpet
No Money Down
$1,000 Per Month
· Call Floyd
(813) 727-6728

3606 E. Comanche
2 /1 Completely Remodeled
New Laminate, Carpet, And
Tile. Newer Appliances,
Cabinets, Roof And More.
Only $129,900
Realtor/Owner Will Assist
With Closing Costs
Mike Williams Signature
Realty Ass6ciates
(813) 731-7283
- realtormikewilllams.com
·New Construction
Just Completed
4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
2 Car Garage
2,166 Sq-Ft.
Vessel Bowl Sinks
Hardwood Floors
Granite Counter Tops
Stainless Steel Appliances
Builder Pay Closing Cost
$199,000
(813) 477-6447 °
Or (813) 477-6449
Temple Terrac;e
3/2 With Garage
Block - Real Nice

-

New Tampa
3/2 With Garage ·
Huge Corner Lot ·
Many Extras

---

Columbus Area
4/2 Plus 1/1
Huge In Ground Pool
East Tampa
· Fixer Upper
4/1' Block With Garage
• (813) 630-9827

Find Out How Much Home
You Qualify For
Call Laura Williams
Millinium Funding Group
For Fast Friendly
Professional Service

(813) 731 -7285
Search All The
Current Listings
Free At:
www.realtormikewilliams.com

. Mike Williams
Signature Realty ·
Associates
(813.) 731-7283

House For Rent
4 Bedrooms/1 Yz Bath
Section 8 Accepted
Call (813) 621-7493
· 908 E. Humphry
· 2705 E. Cayuga
2 Bedroom/1 Bath Home
CHA, Remodeled
$750.00/Monthly
$750.00/Deposit
Call (813f453-0123

SUPPORT THE
FLORIDA SENTINEL
ADVERTISERS

.-
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For Rent Progress Village
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath Central
Heat & Air
W/WCarpet
Will Take Section 8

1 & 2 Bedrooms Available
University Area
Low Security Deposits

2010 N. MacDill Ave
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Excellent Condition
Section 8 Only

Call 813-600-5090
WV'M/.REALPROPERTYWORX.COM

(813) 240-8108

(813) 229-2376
3706 N. 55th Street
House for Rent
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, Fenced Yard
$850.00/Monthly
+Deposit
Call (813) 621-5410 .
Or (561) 584-1288 ·

Snow Sun ·villas
12301 N. 11th Street

East Tampa
Fixer Upper
4/1 Block With Garage Huge
Comer Lot
(813) 630-9827

Call For Appointment
813-971-0341

1, 2, 3 & 4 Bedroom
Homes Available
Locations All Over Tampa
Low Security Deposits

Affordable Senior Housing

Sulphur Springs Area
2 Bedroom/1 1/2 Bath
Townhouse For Lease
GatedCommunity
A Low $720.00
Section 8 Welcome
Security Deposit $350.00
$25.00 Application Fee
Call (813) 740-0384
Progress Village .
3Bedrooms/1 Bath
Fenced, WDH
Carport + Utility Room
$1 ,1 00.00 Monthly
$1 ,1 00.00 Deposit
Section 8 Accepted

CALL 813-600-5090
WV'M/.REALPROPERTYWORX.COM

Sulphur Spring
8215 9th Street N
4 Bedrooms/2 Baths
Central Heat And Air
$1150/Monthly
Section 8 OK
Call (813) 968~1168

Call (813) 500-1351
Or (813) 933-6771
Newly Renovated
4 Bedroorn/2 Bath Home
$1,300.00/Monthly
$250.00/Deposit
Section 8. Welcome
.
Please Call
(813) 382-2718
For More Information
2-3 Bedrooms/2 Bath
Homes With Garage
No Money Down
Newly Remodeled '
Stop Renting!!!
Call (813) 936-5516
Ext. 210
Or (813) 71~-8252
• • +.To.. . ...

·i

•

Ptogr.ess,Village
791(fDahlia Avim.ue
' 3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Lease With Option To
Purchase, Tile Floors, W/D
Hook-Up
$875.00/Monthly
Call .(813) 359-7528
Homes For Immediate
Occupancy
3/1 - 3507 N. 1oth Street
4/1 - 8216 N. Brooks St. ·
$1,000.00/Deposit
Rent Starting AT ·$1 ,200.00
Section 8 Welcome
For More Information
Contact Us
(813) 217-8906

(813) 870-1830 Ext. 22

3 Bedroorn/1 Bth Home
CHA, Large Yard
Washer/Dryer Hook-Up
Section 8 Accepted
·$1 , 100/Month ly

402 W. Amelia Ave.
1 Bedroorn/1 Bath
Security Bars, ·AIC
Ceramic Tile
Background Check
$500.00/Monthly
$400.00/Deposit

Cozy 1 Bedroom
Rear Garage Apartment
$4 75.DO/Monthly
$500.00/Deposit
Partial Utilities Included
Call (813) 980-3789

Call (813) 215-1951
Floribraska Avenue
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Apartment
WDH, $700.00/Month,
WSG Included
Busch Area Efficiency
. $485.00/Monthly
Includes WSG
(813) 210-0287

1& 2 Bedroom Apartments
Controlled Access, Library
And Community Room
With Activities
Beautiful Landscaped
Community
Special Accessibility For
Hearing and Sight.
Impaired
Well Served By
Public Transportation
Income Restricted
Leasing Office @
202 E. Broad Street
The Oaks at Riverview
(813) 231-7700
Oaksatriverview@verizon.net

Section 8 Perferred
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath Duplex
Tile Floors, Large Yard
W/D Hook-Up
(813) 230-8968
Ready May 1st
6217 47th Street
2 Bedrooms, AIC
W/D Hook-UP, Tile Floors
$775.00/Rent
Section 8 Welcome
Call (813) 626-033j
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Move-In Special Section 8 Preferred
Bring Deposit
Won't Last
2/1 CHA Huge Yard Close
To Downtown
Call Today (813) 245-7009
Tampa Heights Duplex

3015 % Sanchez Street
(Off 21st Avenue)
Belmont Heights Area

4 Bedroom Pool Home
CHA, Carpet, Tile,
Washer/Dryer Hook-up, . •
Large Den .
Section 8 Welcome

Efficiency Apartment
Available Immediately
Age 62+ EHO
Utilities Included
Subsides Available

(813) 391-7046

(813) 451-9624
Town & Country Area ·

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
700 Sq. Ft.
$625.00/Monthly

Seminole Heights
Seniors 62+
Now Accepting
Applications For:

East Tampa
Spacious 2/1, CHA
Fireplace, Sprinklers
Fenced, W/D Hook-up
Water Included
$950.00/Monthly
+ $950.00/Deposit
Call (813) 451-9624
3021- B North 48th Street
Duplex Apartment
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Burglar Bars
$595.00 Per/Month
1st Month Free
Call (813)238-6353

BUSCH GARDENS AREA
Section 8 Welcome!!
Newly Renovated 1
Bedroom, 1 Bath, Central
AC, Tile Floors, New
Appliances, Ceiling Fans
$625.00/Month, Very Low
Deposit! Water & Trash
Included!!!!

East Tampa
Spacious 2/1, CHA
Fireplace, Sprinklers
Fenced, W/D Hook-Up
Water Included
$950.00/Monthly
+ $950.00/Deposit
Phone(813)979-0868

813-244-7 435
Grant Park
3413-B 53rd Street

Looking tor a Qualitv Place to call UHome":t
Then Look No Funher Than

Tampa Pa~~..!partments ·
· . 1411 Tampa Park Plaza, Tampa, Florida 33605
l813J 229-1845
We OUer Convenient Bus, Rail, Amtrak And Entertainment
Centers In Ybor Citv And Surrounding Areas. With 1, 2 And 3
Bedrooms. Public llbrarv And Elementarv School Within
Walking Distance. Tampa Park Has Become One Of The
Most Sought After ConimuniUes In Tampa.

Don't Wait!

Waiting list Is Open
And Ge~ing Long!
Get Your Application

TODAY!
FAX YOUR ADS 24/7 TO: 813-248-9218 OR
EMAIL TO ledwards@flsentinel.com

· 2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Washer/Dryer Provided
Security Bars, Fans
$725.00 /Month
$725.00 Deposit
Call 813-505-7266
Duplex- Busch Area
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
W/D Hook-up
Refurbished Kitchen
Section 8 Welcome
Great Deal
Call (813) 261-7538
Or (813) 503-0493
Thonotosassa Area
(Near Williams and 301)
Spacious - Duplex
1 Bedroom/1 Bath
Quiet Community
W/D Hook-Up, Water Sewer
& Trash Included Section 8
OK
$610.00/Rent
$250.00/Deposit
(813) 968-1168

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Large Kitchen
Close To Downtown
$600.00/Monthly
$300.00/Deposit
Call (813) 224-9040
Section 8 Only
Off Busch Blvd.
Clean Large 2 Bedroom
Laundry Hookup
New CarpeUCHA
Large Backyard
$750.00/Monthly
· $300.00/Deposit
Call Dee Dee
(813) 238-6607 .
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3813 34th Street #B
3815 34th Street #A
Completely Remodeled
Cozy Duplex
Very Quiet Property
Small 2 Bedroorn/1 Bath
Tile/Carpet, Utility Room
W/D Hook-up, CHA Section
8 Welcome - No Pets
Leave Message
(813) 340-9705
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Christian Person Has
Rooms For Rent
.$11 0.00/Rent
$ 11 0.DO/Deposit
No Drugs Or
Illegal Activities Allowed
Call Mike
(813) 770-2266
Furnished Clean
Quiet Rooms ·
$120.00/Weekly
CHA,Cable, Utilities
On Bus Line
Efficiencies Available Also
(813) 505-5400
Or (813) 902-1351

PUBLICATION
DEADLINES:
Tuesday Edition
Friday @ 3:00 P.M.
Friday Edition
Tuesday @ 3:00 P.M.
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JUNK CAR

.· o
Room For Rent

Rooms For Rent

$125.00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privileges

Nice And Clean
CHA, Drug Free
. $125.00/Weekly
$125.00/Depostt

Call (813) 516-7719

Call (813) 624-8540

Nice Unfurnished Rooms
CHA, House Privileges
Males Preferred
$200.00 Deposit
$450.00 Per Month

Phone (813) 661-4292

Call 813-833-5097

Clair Mel Area
Full Size Bed
No Drugs · No Smoking
Washer/Dryer Privileges
Utilites Included
$400.00/Monthly

• Find You ACorner And Make Quick
Monev In ACouple 01 Hours!

Phone (813) 817-6716

Efficiencies
Large Living Room, Cable,
Lights, And Water Included
$225.00 Weekly
$200.00 Deposit
Ph~ne

Facing Foreclosure!
We Have Loans
For You And You Can Stay
In Your Home

(813) 915-9406

Room For Rent
$100.00 Per Week
+ Deposit, Air Condition
Kitchen Privileges

Furnished Rooms
Queen Size Bed
$175.00/Weekly

Cost

Prolit

$5.00

. $2.50

Full Size Bed
$150.00/Weekly
$150.00/Deposit

$10.00

$5.00

Call (813) 900-6926
, Or (813) 817-2677

$15.00

$7.50

$20.00

$10.00

$25.00

$12.50

$5~.00

$25.00

Wanted Dead Or Alive
Unwanted Cars
And Trucks.
We Pay Cash!
We Will Come To You

$100.00

$50.00

Phone (813) 385-7713 .

$200.00

$100.00

West Tampa
Rooms For Rent
Newly Remodeled
Full Kitchen, Furnished
$80.00- $100.00 ·
Wee~ly + Deposit

Two Bedroom Apartment
To Share In Central Tampa
Non-Smoker With Income
- To Pay $350.00 Monthly
Single Gentleman Preferred

Call (813) 477-7734

Call (813) 380-7361

(813) 319-5646

$500! Police Impounds!
Hondas, Chevys, Acuras,
Toyotas, Etc. from $500!

103,914 Miles
$1,500.00 OBO '

R.B. (813) 770~2025

ca11 (81~> 6oo,-9189

Room .For Rent

97' Honda Civic
$700.001

$130.00- $175.00/Weekly
Private Bathroom
.J: ·House Privileges , ·· _ ·
~ ·
No Drugs : · ""
Non-Smoker . ·

We Will Buy Your
Junk Cars, Trucks
And Vans

Call Penny
(813) 621-0163

We Pay "TOP" $CASH$
For Junk Cars, Trucks
Vans And Motorcycles
Running Or Not
We Pick Up Any
.Junk Metal For FREE!

Phone (813) 695-2438

..

East Tampa
2 Ro~ms For Rent
1 Furnished/1 Unfurnished
No Drugs, Utilities Included,
Washer/Dryer Kitchen,
Living Room Access
Near Busline.
$500 Down/$500 Month ·
Per Room .-..;;-:. · . .
~

813-416-1184
Or 954-559-2232 ·
1216 E. 12th Avenue .
' Ybor
Full Size Bed
$11 0/Weekly -$440/Monthly
. Twin Bed
$95 Weekly/$380/Monthly
_$100 Deposit &
$15.00 Application Fee
All Utilities Included

Top Notch ·
Computer Service

DNA Pateml_ty Testing

· Repairs, Upgrades,
Virus Control And More
· "Service You Can Trust"

Legal or personal testing
available. Results in just
3 DAYS. No Collection Fees
in Tampa . NO BLOOD!
Payment options availa'ble

Call Tony (813) 695-7813

http : //dna test i ngsolutio ns. com

Police tmpounds
Available Now!
Many Makes And Models

For Listings Call
· 800-366-~813 Ext. K027

Call (813) 545-939

(813) 293-7918

220l21st Ave. • lamia, Fl 33605
(8131 248-1921 -

www .rehabberssuperstore.com
(813) 227-9240

1993 Ford Explorer

$325.00/Month
Includes All Utilities
Washer And Dryer .
, . On Premises ·

..

J

For Listings Call
800-366-9813 Ext. 3695

Fixed Income
Room Special
1010 E. 22nd Av.enue

We Buy Forclosure Homes
Cash In 3 Days
See Our Full Page Ad In
The Florida Sentinel.

Call (813) 285-8147

Just Like Home
Leave Message
Immediate Response
First Week Rent
+Security
$100.00- $150.00/Weekly
Furnished And Unfurnished

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl

95' Toyota Corolla
$549.00 :
Police Impounds And Repos
Available Nowl
Cars, Trucks And SUV's
For Listings Call
1-800•749-8167 Ext. 9l98 .

95' Nissan Altima ·
$775.001
. Good Engine!
Buy Police
lmpounds/Reposl

MAC DADDY
Lawn Service ·.
.

Hauling And
Clean-Up
.

DNA Testing Solutions
11972 N. Florida Avenue
(813) 915-0000

. Phone'(813) 245-9761

POWER-ONE
ELECTRICAL SERVICES

Stressed?
Headacties? .,;·-::.

.

;

MAKE YOUR NEXT
VA~ATIONOR

FAMILY
CELEBRATION
A CRUISE
CALL GLORIA FOR
GREAT RATES IIIII

813-973-1080
_ www.thesunandfuncruises.com

*
*
*
*
*
*

All Your Electrical Needs ·
Free Estimates
Lighting
Wiring
Circuit Breakers
Convenient Service
.
Call Marcus Smalls
(813) 625-6699

When Was'rhe Last
· TiineYou Relaxed?
$55._00 Relaxation Massage

Call Today
La Crr Bella Mas·s age
(813) 73~-0992

Avoid Foreclosure
Behind On Payments?
Save Your Creditl .

FAX YOUR ADS 24n

Adults & Children
Cleanings, Fillings
Extractions

TO: (813) 248-9218

813-980-9070

'r

Sage Properties
Group, LLc

• • - ,,....

We Can Help
I Today
Cai_
(813) 728-4182.

'

MA43333

Llc#470392

FREE DENTAL

For Listings ·
Call 800-366-9813
Ext. K062 '

"We Do Best For Less•

Cash In 3 Days '"""'
For Your House
· Ready To Sell Promptly

Call Floyd
813-727-6728

------------------------------------------------------~~--~------------------~--~----,~
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Everybody Loves
OJ Meko

Are You Looking For A
Professional Dress Maker?

Your Music Matchmaker
No Party Too Big
Or Too Small

* Bridal Party Prom Dress
* Homecoming Dress
* Minister & Church Robes
*Alterations

(813) 965-5413

H And T Masonry
Remodeling,
Sidewalks, Patios,
Carpentry, Drywall, ·
Ceramic Tile, And Plumbing
Call Eli (813) 325-4643
Lie #022650

If Your Well
Runs pry
Call Dave's Well Drilling
&'Pump Service
Reasonable Prices At
(813) 986-0125
Ask For Dave.

You Design It, We Make It
& Many More
Call Speed (813) 988-4575

If Your Clothes Are Not
Becoming To You
You Should Be Comig
To Rosie ·
Pick Up And Delivery
(813) 850-2392

Don't Be Fooled
By Others

Phone(813)727~728

WARNING!!!!!

Do You Have Problems, Are
You Worried, Sick, Unhappy,
Separated From The One
You Love?
Then Call, I Have Immediate
Solutions To All Your
Problems In Life. Will Bring
Back The One You Love,
Control His/Her Mind. Call
Enemies Out By Name,
Remove All Unnatural
Sickness and Obstacles
From Your Life.

See Our Full Page Ad In
The Florida Sentinel.
www.rehabberssuperstore.com
(813) 22]-9240

THE HIGH PRIEST
OF BLESSINGS
(REV. DR. CHAUNCEY)
P. 0. BOX 1167
AUGUSTA, GA 30903
24-HOUR HELP LINE
(706) 860-2252
1 Way - 1·Day Guaranteed
Blessings. I Can Help You, If
You First Help Yourself. Call
God's Man With All Problems,
Luck, Money Blessings, Love,
Crossed-Conditions
Witch Crafts.

Sister Davis
Spiritualist Healer
Solves All Problems
Reunites Lovers
Remove Evil
Bad Luck Spells
Restores Nature, Luck,
Health, Happiness
Gives Lucky Numbers

For ~ore
Information
@ (813) 248-1921
. Or email:
ledwards@flsentlnel.com

Kenny Rustling

SUPPORT THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL ADVERTISERS

(813) 850-5947
24-Hour Service
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We Buy And Sell Houses
In This Area
Top Dollar
I Can Help U Avoid
Foreclosure Or Refinance
Brenda (813) 238-8833

Need to Sell You.r House?
Cash Deals in 3 Days!
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GUYS "STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl
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Cash In 3 Days
F-or Your House
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www.rehabberssuperstore.com

(813) 227-9240
FOR ALL YOUR
CLASSIFIED·NEEDS..•
CALL LaVORA @
(813) 248-1921

Fax Your Ads 24/7
(813) 248-9218.
Or Email: ·ledwards@flsentinet'co{ll
~
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RATE ·

.·. 50¢ FOR EACH "- -:
"ADDITONAL WORD OVER 20 ,
. THIS .PRICE IS EACH TIME
·- . YOU PUBLISH YOUR AD
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'$8.00 - 1-20 WORDS . ' ~
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Call Floyd 813-727_

ClASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
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See Our FuUPage Ad In
The Florida Sentinel.

Call (813) 285-4674
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www:sellpromptly.com

PHIL 4:13
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. Sage Properties
. Group, LLC ,

Call Or Write me Today!
I Can Do All Things
Through Christ Which
Strenghtens Me.

No Job Too Big Or Small ·
Including Furniture R~moval

......

(813) 986-0125
Ask For Dave

·
Can I Get My Wife Or Husband .
Back? Can My Luck Be
Changed For The Better? Can J
Be Blessed With Big Money?

. ~rash Cleanup, Tree
Trimming ~nd Removal, Or
Any. Other Hauling . .
· ·
Cheapest Rates. •

:::0

r
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Call Dave's Well Drilling
& Pump Service
Reasonable Prices At

T~seQuestions:

I See What I Say
I Say What I See
I Handle All Cases
·Luck Package
Donation $88.00

)>
""C

If Your Well
Runs Dry

I'll Answer

Ask Willie ·
(813) 484-8197

-~

Jacks $25.00 & Up
Phones - Fax- Cable
Wiring Repair

Lie# SP13104

Call Today Toll Free
Get Rid Of Your Problems
Tomorrow
1-888-854-3031
Free Readings

SPIRITUAL READINGS
Identify Problems, Discover
Situations And Set Goals
That Will Turn Your Life
Around, Towards God.
Candles, Oil, Sprays
Incense, etc. Sold Here
Sister Harvey
Call (813) 249-1199
Or (813) 500-0807

Call For A Free Reading
Since running my "3 Days
1-888-353-2149
Cash For Your Home"
Lie# 176142 .
ad there have been reports
..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,
of other copy-cat real
Spiritual Worker
. estate inv~stors trying to
1-800~48-2993
man i pulate people with
Luck, Love,Money
empty offers of quick cash
Remove Evil Spells
and fast closings. There are
Bad Luck,Witch Craft
$
few legitimate Tampa
65
Micros Short Hair ·
Cross Conditions
·
· companies that can honor
Micros Long Hair
Unnatural Sickness
$85
such offers . . Rehabbers
Body Plaits ..
. $95 ..• Superstore Js the real deal.
Money Blessings
~. ~:' $25-$45 • . Befqre you lose any value in
Corn Rows.
Donation $25.00
. (·
• .c
$65
your home ask the investor
Weaves
Master All Cases
_.
.
to provide the following:
Help In 24 Hours .
Call For Appointment
· ··
·
.: (813)567-1429
1) References: Ask to talk
Rev.Henry Jackson •
with people who have ·
P.O. Box 17049
recently ·
sold
them
Charlotte, NC 28227
Roots To End
Hair
Studio
.
- .
their home. ·
'
'
· Rel~xer
. $39 & Up ·
2) Proof of Funds: Ask them
· Wash-N-Set.
' $19 & Up
Jamaican West Indian
to prove they have the cash
Maintenance Locks
· Father Samuel .
·· to -close quickly. Many
$39 & Up. ·. · , :
2121
W. Colonial DriVe·.
investors use a "Quick Cash
.
.
Orlando,
Florida 32804
·Fast
Closing"
tactic
toget
12491 N. Florida Ave.
407-841-2787
you to sign on the line, then
Call For Appointment
they· run arourid town trying
(813) 447-5793
Known Around The World
to · find ·someone to buy
Walk-N's Accepted
As The Best! If I Can't Help
their contract.
You, It Can't Be Done .
' Kinais f r• 'H
Specializing In Court Cases,
3) Occupational License: Are
Hair Braiding .S,hop. v
Jinx Removal From The
·
they
legitimate?
Ask
for
(813) 359..7.065. i '"'.' '
Body , Restores Health ,
a copy of their occupational
Happiness,
Peace , Love
Kinky Twists'-. $99.00 ·· · · license.
· And Finances.
Com Rows- $25.00 & Up
At
the
Rehabber's
Dreds $30.00 & Up · ·
Remember "With God All
·
Superstore
we
have the
Box Plaits - $75.00 & Up .
T~ings · ~re
possibl~".
cash
to
buy,
a·nd
'we
can
Sew Ins - $85.00 · · ,
close all deals in · 3 days.
If You Truly Want To Be
Mic:ro's- $99.00 & Up ·
More importantly, we can : Delivered, Meet Me At Th~:
provide you with. our
)
Ramada Inn
GET NOTICED
credentials. See· our full
11714 Morris Bridge Road
page ad in the Florida
Place Your Ad In
Tampa,FL ·
Sentinel to learn more, or
.
813-985-8525
The Business
visit our website at:
I'll Be In Tampa' On The
Directory
www.rehabberssuperstore.eom
13th & 14th of Aprll2007
(813) 227-9240
Contact LaVora
SeeYou There!

EMERGENCY

Readings By Mrs. Green

Professional Alterations
Specializing In
Bridals & Proms

Cash In 3 Days
For Your House
Floor Installation
Tile, Carpet, Wood
Painting, Dri~eways
Remodeling &
Some Home Repairs

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl
Cash In 3 Days For
Your Vacant Lands, Lots
Or Acreage.

,

FOR CO.NVENIENCE WE 'ACCEPT VISA,
MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS
·.. : .
AND
...
DEBIT CARD .PAYMENT VIA PHONE '

('

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
.

.

.

ATTORNEY

•

ATTORNEY

.

ATTORNEY

The Law Offices of

w·ARREN
DAWSON

'WHIDDEN'B RQWN. P.L.

BRYANT A SCRIVEN, ESQ.

A J T 0 R N1 E Y S rA T LAW ·
MIAMI - TAMPA

CRIMINAL DEFENSE • FAMILY • PERSONAL INJURY
•
•
•
•
•

ATTORNEY AT lAW
• Personal Injury
• Wrongful Death
• Criminal Law

ALL FELONIES
ALL MISDEMEANORS
DUI
VOP's
DRUG CRIMES

•
•
•
•
•

DRIVER'S UCENSE ISSUES
ALL PERSONAL INJURY CASES
DIVORCE
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
MODIFICATIONS

Criminal Defense

Bond Motions
ProbalionViolulions
Drug Offense.•

State and Federal

~';;:~~~olentCrlme
(813) 272-2200
.

CALLI (813) 454-418!11
.
AVAILABLI 24/7 I CONSULTAnONS AVAILABLI

SesOifenses

DUIIBUI

3111 W. Dr. M.L KING BLVD. STE. 100, TAMPA, FL 33607

Appeals

3.850
3 800
'

.

402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa, FL 33602

Serving Hillsborough. Pasco and Hernando County
~!~~;~~A!~ ~sfo ~:J~~ l=;i~~a~f~r~i~~ ~oo~:U,d :~,c~~sa~r~:~~~~e.

Free Infom~alion Conceming Qualifications & Experience. Available Upon Request. The Hiring Of An
Attorney Is An Important Decision ll~at Should Not Be Rased Solely Upon Advertisements. Before You
Decide. Ask Us To Send You Free Written Infnmiation. ·
·
·

ATTORNEY

BONDSMAN
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ATTORNEY

ATTORNEY

Federal • State • County·
Traffic· DUI· Drugs

1112 E. Kennedy Blvd.
Tampa, FL 33602
info@jjhlaw.net -

AlTOR:"EYS &
Coc:"SELORS
AT LAW

Credit Avai/able - 24 Hr Service

• Bond Motions
.
• Felony • Misdemeanors
• Traffic • Warrants • VOP
• Personal Injury

813.229.9300

3111 W. MLK Ste. 100 Tampa, FL

PERSONAL INJURY I WILLS & ESTATES
BUSINESS I REAL ESTATE I MEDIA TfbN

(813) 774-1800
l:!tlC chuckgreene@hotmail.com

~

Thcbiinaofalawya" b 111 irqotantdecilhn lhlt:JOO.&Idnotbe baoholely

The hlrtng of a lawy.;.ls an Important dedslon and should no) be baseil upoo adever11sements.
Before you decide, ask us to send you free written infonnatlon about our qualification and experience.
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BONDSMAN

BONDSMAN

BONDSMAN
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Charles Russell
/BAIL BONDS
'

.

GEORGE E. SHAW
.

·BAIL BONDS

Courteous
& Confidential

Hillsborough County
(813) 247-5092

24 Hour

Polk County
. ·
328 Dorsett Ave. • (863) 678-0772
Lake Wales, FL 33853 ~
Toll Free 1-877-437-2663

Dependable Service
3414 E. 7th Ave., Tampa

BONDSMAN
Free Your Body! < ,,)
Your Mind Will Follow '··

L~ckley's

Bail Bonds

Annie ~· Lockley • Agent /.Owner
7402 N. 56th Street
Suite 810 • Tam
FL

Office (813) 980-1600
Cell
624-5625

SECRETARIAL SERVICES

FREDDIE WILSON
Mana~ General Agent

· 5006 E. Broadway
• .Cell (813) 300·9107
John 3:16
For God so lowed the world, that He • his onlr beslohn Son, that w ' - ·
bllleveth In him should not perish, but have
ewrlastlnalr..

Have You Been AskJng YourseH,
Where Are They Now?

Well Ask No Longer And
Look No Further.

~[lifed

On The Comer Of
40th Street And Rivergrove

·•:

Shoyarite. Bart>« Carlton ~Imams- s.rbe< Mr. 0\aries.
B&lber, 0\.ut..
hJnglon. Barber, Hit~. HU ll)111t

w..

6514 N. 40th St. Suite B • Tampa, Fl33610
Phone: (813) 237-0000 • Treeiay.40th@yahoo.com

CHILD CARE CENTER

-

HAIR SALON

.

Orient Road Child Care ~ ~~;;;1
Development
Center ~=~-4<'-~:- ,
.
63 1772 J~.:l. .. 1:· ;.: :
5708 Onent Road •

0·

IRS CONSULTANT

FOBI1EB
IRS AGENT!!!

···-.-:-i

c·_.,..~k:~-'~:~~S~.J

All IRS Matters

6:30A.M.· 6:30P.M. • Mon.· Fri.

Over 20 Years Experience

Lie. #593575731
1 • Pre·k
After Schoolers
Breakfast, Lunch & Snacks

R. E. Mcintosh, LLC
Enrolled Agent

HANDY MAN

MORTGAGE

I AetAs
Your Power Of Attorney

Small Construction Service Inc.
Husband Helper, Connection A Stnte Certified General Contractor For
All Your Hom e Repairs, Remodeling And Builing Needs; A Resident &
Commercial Builder

Disaster· Response:

And

Will Negotiate For You

.
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• NO APPLICATION FEE
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• GOOD, BAD OR NO CREDIT

r
r

•DEBT CONSOLIDATION • REFINANCING

• Roofing • Windows • Doors
• Drywall • Tile • Painting ·
• Kitchen/Bath Remodeling
• Room Additions • Concrete Work

"TT
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.....

z

YOLANDA Y. ANTHONY

Ucensed Mortgage Broker

Fax: 813-984-8324
E-Mail:
macmcintosh @worldnet.att.net

~~= FHANAICONVENTIONAL LOANS

400 E. Dr. MLK Blvd • Ste.10~

(813) 223~
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PEST CONTROL
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PEST CONTROL -
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•• "SERVING TAMPA BAY FOR OVER 25 YEARS"

.
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. ·

Robert L. Forde
Sales Manager
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Subterranean Termite Treatment Crawl

c

$499.00 (Feb. Only)
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~1Ul5 E. Fern Street • T;;mp:l, FL 33610
(813) 6J(I.\Jfl08 • (813) 238-628~ • Fm: {813) 627-0897

-

PODIATRIST

Access Foot Care Office & Home Service
\1i) Fungal Skin Infections/Fungal Nails
"'~!"\

Ingrown Nails
w Wound Care
® Heel Pain
·
\JV Bunions I Hammered Toes
;n Diabetic Shoes I Socks I Orthotics
;.., Most Insurances Accepted
uu CommitmenfTo Excellence
Contact Us For Easy, Affordable Access To A Podiatrist :
www.AccessFootCare.com

1 -866-435FOOT ~RF:I'; -435-3668)
Town -N -Country • 6101 W e bb Roa d • S uite 309

.

WE BUY HOUSES
Sage Properties Group
Facing Foreclosure?
Payments Behind?
Need To Sell Fast?
Call On Floyd to Help
He Will Keep it Real
Cash for Your House
Office 813-579-4266 Cell 813-727-6728
Internet - www.
pr.-.....,n.••
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CAMARILLO, Calif.
to pacify the Iraqi capital
BAGHDAD --- The U.S.
Motorists
are paying mote at
began two months ago.
military said six U.S. soldiers
,
the
gas
pumps
again.
At least 3,280 members of
died in Iraq Sunday.
HOUSTON --- Two teens
The
average
cost of selfthe U.S. military have died
The military said three were
in
have
been
charged
serve regular gasoline rose
since the beginning of the Iraq
killed .by a roadside bomb
connection
with
the
death
of
a
about 18 cents per gallon
war in March 2003, according
during a patrol south of
pastor
who
was
killed
in
an
nationwide over the past tWo
to an Associated · Press count.
Baghdad. One soldier was
apparent
home
invasion,
weeks. According to the latest
The figure includes seven
wounded in that incident.
KP
RC
Local
2
reported
Lundberg
Survey
that
military civilians.
Another military statement
Monday.
translated to an average price
said another soldier was killed
Houston
police . said
Thousands Join
of$2.78 a gallon.
by a mortar or rocket attack in .
Clarence
McKelvey,
19, and
Anti-U.S. March
On April 6, a gallon of mida separate incident south of
Jermaine
Samuels,
17,
have
Marking Baghdad's Fall
grade gasoline averaged about
been
charged
with
capital
the capital.
$2.89 and premium nearly $3.
Two more soldiers died
REV.,LEE P. O'NEAL
Nationwide, the lowest . murder in connection with the
Sunday
from
wounds
fatal
shooting
of
Rev
..
Lee
price for regular · fuel was
make is they were looking for
sustained in combat both in
Perry O'Neal.
$2.54 in Charleston, S.C. The
.
me. They wouldn't mess with
provinces north of Baghdad.
O'Neal, 56, was_ shot to
highest was in San Francisco·
my daddy. They were looking
That brings the number of
death at his home in the 14500
at $3.30 a gallon . .
for
me." .
U.S. soldiers slain in Iraq this
block of Almeece Street near
Detectives
have not yet said
weekend to 10.
Buffalo Speedway on March
the
crowd
size
at
closer
to
if
·there
was
any connection
Four American soldiers
28.
5,000
to
7,000
participants
between
the
suspects and
were killed in an explosion .
Investigators said O'Neal
aeri!;ll
photographs,
based
on
Krystalan
O'Neal.
near their vehicle in volatile
and his wife were forced into
said military spokesman Col.
McKelvey and Samuels are
Diyala ·province, the U.S.
a hallway bathroom while the
Thousands follow cleric
Steve
Boylan.
being
held in the Harris
military said Sunday. The
Muqtada al-Sadr's call to
men ransacked the house.
One
marcher,
Iraqi
County
Jail
without bond.
sol9iers, all- assigned to Task
protest U.S. troops in Iraq
O'Neal and his wife were
lawmaker
Nassar
ai-Rubaie,
Force
Lightning,
died·
recently . married and had
said, "The enemy that is
Saturday, the military said in a
recently moved to . Houston
BAGHDAD,
Iraq
occupying our: country is now
statement.
· from Beaumont.
Thousands
anti-U.S.
of
targeting the dignity of the
Another· 'soldier was also
protesters marched · in the
. O'Neal's daughter told
Iraqi people." ·
reporters after her father's
Shiite holy city of Najaf on
wounded in the attack, and
Iraqi flags and leaflets
_¢vacuated to a U.S. _military
Monday to mark the fourth
death that she thought the
dotted the march route. Some · gunmen were actually lo-oking
-hospital, it sai~:
anniversary of the fall of
. of the leaflets read, "Yes, Yes
for her.
The victims' names were . · Baghdad.
.
'
.
to Iraq" and "Yes, Yes to
. "My daddy was ~n innocent · withheld
pending
family
Powerful
Shiite~· · cleric
Muqtada. Occupiers . should
bystan~r," Krystalan O'Neal
· notific~tiori. ·
,
_ Muqtada ai-Sadr ·called for
leave Iraq."
.
-.......sllid.
"The
point I'm trying to
Diyala . liis ;, no.rtheast~ ·:pf ' the"·~· demonstra:tio~ .;,._)Vhich
.
.
.
a spike
Najaf police said included tens
Baghdad, and has
•, .
. .·.
· in · attacks on U.S. and Iraqi · ofthousands of protesters.
forc~s since
increased-push · ·. -The U.S. : Army estimated

SQPPORT ·_
THE FLORIDA
SENTINEL
ADVERTISERS
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3602·7th Avenue ·· · · Tampa. FL
· 241-2301 ·o r 247-3719
·
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69¢ _and Up

Keys Made

'
'

.

.

,·....... .

......

Latex Flat White Paint .......... $5.99gal.
Oil Outside White Paint ....•••. $11.99 gal.
.Roller Pan Set ........_................. $2.'49 ea.
3 .. er·ushes ............................. ~ ...99¢ ea..

. . ·. SALE ·PRICE.S COOD
LIMIT 2-WITH THIS AD .ONLY!!

__ . .: :~-

CRIME

Robbery
Suspect Sought
Tampa Police are search- way inside. He. allegedly
ing for a suspect who robbed threatened to shoot the clerk
a Latin store that also serves if she didn't turn over money
as a check cashing location.
and checks. The suspect fled
Surveillance video shows arid was last seen getting
the suspect walking into the into a vehicle across the
El Noa Noa, 4215 North street.
Armenia Avenue, Sunday · The suspect is described as
.night. Once insid~:, ·the sus- a Hispanic male, 40 to 50
pect" pretended to shop until years old with a heavy build
a clerk entered · a secure and balding. He was last
check cashing are'a ; . police seen getting into a blue picksaid. As the door was closing up truck, possibly a -Ford
behind the clerk, the suspect Ranger, with dark tinted
. grabbed her and pushed his windows.

Vigil Held For Woman
Ki.l led In Bar Shooting
DETROIT - Family and
friends 9f shooting victim
Dorothy Jule Roberts
gathered for a candlelight
vigil in · Detroit Sunday
night.
Police said Roberts, 21,
was killed Tuesday morning
while leaving the Tippin' Bar
. on Mount Eliott Avenue in
· Detroit. ·
Police said the bar owner
· fired his' gun ' ~s ·a signal for · ·
everyone. to le~'I,Te. 'He was
-· charged last week with' sec- ·
DOROTHY JULE ROBERTS
01id-degree .m urder; officials
· said.
· .... ...
"A. 2i-ye~r~~ld' IPrllost her ' ·"We'v~ g~t'to reach out to
life for nothing,".Jivaughn one another and show love
Graves, a friend· of the vic- - not guns and violence,"
tim, said.
.
Dorothy Smith, the vicDozens of people came · tim's aunt, said.
together. for the vigil with .
· Those who are interested
hopes to raise awareness in donating toward the
about violent crime in funeral can · do so at the
Detroit and also to raise Charter One Bank on Grand
money
for Roberts' funeral.
. River Avenue in Detroit.
" .
1:"

Man Shot To
Death In Front
Of Toy Store

Murder Suspef:t
Surrenders

CHRISTOPHER JENKINS ·

TAMAA TAYLOR

... fatally shot in front of toy
store

... charged with attempted
.first-degree murder

BRADENTON - The
Manatee County Sheriffs
Office
reports
that
Christopher· Jenkins, 25,
~as fatally ·shot after a dispute in front of a Toys R Us ·
Store Sunday morning.
Investigators said
deputies responded to the
shooting in the parking lot
shared by the toy store and
a Denny's Restaurant. They
found evidence of a shooting,
but no body or witm!sses.
Authorities discovered
Jenkins had been dropped
off by more than one identified person . at Manatee
Memorial Hospital where he
was pronounced dead. He
had been shot several times.

GERUND LONG

... recovering from wounds

· PINELLAS COUNTY - der. He was charged with
Pinellas· County Sheriffs attempted first-degree murdetectives said Tamaa der and is being held without
Taylor, 29, arrived at the bond.
jail at 6:30 p.m. Thursday
Taylor allegedly shot
night to surrender.
Long in the parking lot of
Taylor was a suspect in the Sunny Moon Motel. A
the March 30th shooting of surveillance camera on a
Gerund Long. Long is still
passing bus captured Long
recovering from his wounds.
Detectives said T11ylor laying in the driveway of the
told them the extensive motel and Taylor quickly
media coverage of the shoot- getting into a vehicle · and
·'
ing convinced him to surren- speeding away.
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Video Released Of.
Suspects Starting
Fire In Wai-Mart ·
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"Learn from yesterday, 3, 7, 11,
13 live for today, 15, 16, 19, 22
hope for 28, 32, 35, 40 tomorrow."
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Suveillance video shows suspect start fire at wal-mart
•.

.

..

ORANGE COUNTY, Fla. -- STP octane booster on .the
New surveillance video was popcorn isle. It's hard to see
released, Monday, showing
the flames, but fix shows him
fire set inside an Orange set the boxes on fire with a
.
·!
County ·
Wal-Mart. llghter.
Investigators said the
Juan Bailey is the lead
firestarters wanted to steal detective on the case. He said
beer from the store on a mother and her daughter
Clarcona-Ocoee Road very · noticed the fire. They ran to
early Friday morning and Wal-Mart employees, who put
tried to use the flames as a the flames out before they
diversion.
spread
When the fire alarm went
"They ,put innocent people
off, two managers guarded -~t risk. It had a great potenthe front door and the thieves tial for catastrophe," Bailey
walked out empty handed. said.
The Fire Marshal's Office is
The fire was supposed to be
hoping the public recognizes .a diversion, so the crooks
them.
_
When the store was packed, could score free beer and
while the first suspect filled snacks,. but Wal"Mart employhis cart up with beer at the ees were guarding the exits
Wal-Mart, his friend was on as soon as the alarm went off
After lighting snacks on
· · . the lookout, casing the store.
Wlien the cart was loaded fire, putting lives at risk and
down with snacks and beer, .causing .$20 ,000 worth. o
suspect number one lifted his damage, the guys walked out
shirt and poured a bottle of empty-handed.
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·CASH IN 3DAYS FORYOURHOUSE! ·
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· Submit Contract
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·The Rehabber's Superstore will
submit an offer to ·buy your home.
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Cle·a r Title
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If offer is accepted the Rehabber's .
Superstore will submit the contract
to the title company
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Closing Day
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The; title company will clear the title
_then schedule a Closing ·d ate. At the
clo.ing
you will .pick. up your- check!
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lluv Houses-and.House·s luv Me!-

